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Gas Shortage May Close
Schools In Marshall Co.
tuckians relief _from a shortage of
natural gas this week, a return to near-
zero temperatures may cause two
schools to close in Marshall County.
-The Hardin Gas Col is really hur-
ting," Reed Conder, Marshall school
superintendent, said today. "It has
been going over its allotment of natural
gas ... and we have closed up some
rooms" in an elementary school
served by the company in an effort to
conserve fuel.
Crder said it is possible the schools
— induct' --South _Marshall Junior
1110 — becinser
of high gas consumption in the south
Marshall County community. Conder
said he would meet soon with gas
company officials to determine if ad-
ditional action is needed to reduce gas
USE.
The superintendent also said the
county high school's heating system
was switched from gas to fuel oil last
Thursday. Conder said the gas suplier,
Union Gas Co., did noj mandate the
switch at the Draffenville facility, but
that it was done as a voluntary measure
to conserve natural gas.
 el said the -high. kellooT has a
good supply of fuel oil "and I don't
anticipate any problems getting_ what
we need." Conder said fuel oil will be
used until gas company officials in-
dicate the shortage is over.
Meanwhile, the state's energy
commissioner said Kentuckians- must
continue to conserve fuel and shouldn't
, be fooled by a few days Of warmer
...winter weather.
"In terms of- recovering from the
natural gas shortage, these- tem-
perature fluctuations are just blips,"
Epergy Commissioner Damon
Harrison said. "People shouldn't take
the • warm weather as a sign they can
relax." • • '
l'emperatures today were expected
to rise into the 40s and stay above
- freezing until Sunday fighter Monday,
ltHarrison sa He added, however, that
the National Weather Service is
Even though temperature's above the  fa di  " below_ normar_' tem-----ficials estimate thiit -SG barges -leaded-
ffeatn—illie-kr have ,gioea ,MOIRO-irrele•—•-spersteree toe the tiettyrellYs: -WithTuel itid otflereSseritial items had
been waiting to move through
navigational dams on the lower Ohio
River to ports in Ohio, Pennsylvania
and other northern cities.
The Corns began locking tows
throuth Sunday night, but a hydraulic
Jones And Hale
File For Office
Two Murrayans have filed for
nominations to local offices in the May
Democratic ttimary bete.
Donald A. Jones, local attorney, has
filed for the office of Calloway County
Attorney, and Mrs. Ruby Hale, Cold-
filed for the Murray
first term on the Murray City Council.
Jones, 35, has practiced law in
Murray since 1968 and since 1975 has
served as Murray City Prosecutor. He
feceived his B. A. degree from Kansas
State University in 1962 and graduated
from Washburn Univ. School of Law in
1966.
Jones is a member of the American
Bar Association, the Kentucky Bar
Association and the Calloway County
Bar Association. He is also a member of
the National Council of Juvenile Court'
Judges, a member of Delta.Theta Phi
legal fraternity and a member of Alelia
Kappa Psi business faternity. t
Jones is married to the former Mitii
Cook. The family lives at 1501 Beckett**
Drive.
Gov. Julian Carroll was scheduled to
appear before a Senate subcommittee
in Washington to ask for federal
assistance for needy families who'can't
meet higher heating bills caused by the
extreme cold.
Cii4Ca1 asked the Ci;Unitteeforiiii Intbreme*W WeallesdaY traegapanT
per month
aid. 
 for 166,000 families who are 51. After the hydraulic line was
on repaired, one group of barges locked
through before a large rock lodged
Meanwhile, barges began moving under a gate and kept it from closing.
through Dam 51 near Golconda, Ill , Corps officials attempted to "flush" gy 
V *again Wednesday night after a diver the rock gut by racing the engine on a
1nOsad-a cock that. r a gate " latoboaL- bet-when that7failea,A_diner__-- 
-from opening:Tee -of-Engineers of- had to-be celled-in to Move it manually.
Stubblefield Speech
Tourney To Be Held
More than 175 junior high and high
school orators from Tennessee and _
Kentucky are expected to compete in
the Ninth Annual Nathan B. Stub-- - speech-teacher Mark Eitiertisn zaniest= •
-eesirt-elerik-ftobert-MiHer, County judge, a • ones.blefield Speech tournament_ thi 
Saturday at Murray High School.
Included in this year's competition
are teams from Nashville's Maplewood
and Goodpasture high schools, a team
from Henry County, Tennessee, and
teams from Kentucky schools including
the Calloway County High School
-Jiinior arid Senior varsity teams, -Onion
County, Trigg County, Reidland,




Morganfield Junior High. ,
. According_ to the coordinator.for this
year's meet, Murray High School •
" trophies-are to-be-awarded
contest participants.
The ...teams will compete in ex-
temporaneous speech, origihal oratory,
solo and duet acting, and story telling,
as well as dramatic and humorous
interpretation, prose and poetry.
Catina Beasley, the vice-president of
This year the- host, MOrray Appears Here.:Th ursdaySchool tournament director has been
PROJECT SEE-AGAIN—The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees are presently helping in the statewide effort of -ProjectSee-Again," an effort to coiled discarded eyeglasses to be distributed to less fortunate people in different parts of the
world. The local collection point will be on the ground floor of the Calloway County courthouse. Glasses will be collec-ied until Friday, February 11th, when they will be sent to Lexington for distribution. Dennis Jones, local SEE-AGAIN chair-
man urged all interested citirens to please bring any unused eyeglasses to the courthouse so thai someone might -see
I , • 4 4.: •
-• ol o ikon Woofiev
Comedian Jerry Clower
the Murray _High School debate, _
chapter.
Tudges -frrra simple man; the first thing
selected from the participating schools. do .in the morning is sit myself down
and pray to the good Lord."
After apologizing several times for
being late to an appointment he didn't
know he had, the one and only Jerry
fWarei 'set himself down and allowed
as he'd give us a press -conference,"
Thin sday at the Hotiday Inn. -' -
as The press conference preceded a
'show. by Clower last night at the West
Kentucky Livestock. and Exposition
Center. , • . • _
Cloy% er was scheduled to fly. into
Paducah at noon, but instead, showed
up in Murray at 4 p. m. in, what else, a
Dodge pickup, with 'coons painted on
the side and a Mack bulldog on the









Deaths & Funerals 14
Rain
Rain mixed with snow or changing to- - - -snow :before ending tonight. Partly
cloudy_' and colder Saturday: , Lows
tonight near 20. Highs-Saturday near 40.
Winds becoming light northwesterly




!eaktir.:::::-TQwkiztagtisehoot-stuelents, spoesorediry The Murray
& Times, was announced today by the newspaper's publisher, Walter
L. Apperson.
The topic for the essay contest, which is open to students in grades nine
through twelve at Calloway', County High School and Murray High School,
will be "How Consumers Can Save Energy in the Home." - -
Cash awards will be given to students who submit the top three original
essays in the contest. First place will receive $15, second place $10, and third
place $5.
In addition, the top three essays will be printed inithe Murray Ledger &
Times along with the writers' names, addresses and schools.
Deadline for entries in the,contest is 4 p.m. Monday, Feb. 14. Essays
should either be brought by the newspaper office at 103 N. 4th St., or mailed
to the office to the attention of Gene McCutcheon, editor.
Entries should either be typewritten (dduble-spaced) or legibly written
and bear the name, address, age and school of the writer.
Local teacher's and _members of the newspaper's editorial staff will par-
ticipate in judging of the entries.
- 1*-7,.:-074=-AV-401414-
,IRE REPRESENTATIVES—Murray fire Chief Jackie Cooper, second frorkrightr-w-es among,the representati es from I;
.1"Area 'fire departrtierits attending a Planning Meeting in Mayfield this week for the 39th abnual Western Kentucky Fre
School which will be held in MayfieldApril 29-30. Mayfield Fire Chief Howard Dowdy-said this is the first time the sdirml
has been held in Mayfield. Members discussed at this meeffng the types of training that will be held in April.
flower, the fertilizer salesman with
the funny ,stories to tell, is the only
member of the Grand Ole Opry who has
a degree in agriculture, -and the -only
onewhadoesn't piet or sing.
flower, who has a book out now
entitled- "AiiirGod GOocT," Sii/s the—
secret of his success is that "Young'uns
love to hear my stories. Why, when I
was a driving up heah in mah Dodge
pickup, them young'uns on the four-
lane highway weuld wave and point
there at mah truck, and just-try to git
me to pull over to talk," Clower said, in
his country drawl That has become his,
trademark.ids can listen to my alboms;_ the
daddy don't have to bring it into the
house..anclutakeit„ to _the- back wombs.
listen to it. It takes talent to be a farnily7
entertainer; it don't take nothing to get
on a retard and see who can ont-vOlgar
the other like some stand-up comics
Clower, who came. here Thursday
from Yazoo City, Miss., has done 200
shows all over the nation in the last 12
months.
-He says-his -stories u about e I
people, Teeple fie knew 'white 'growing-
up.
---Now,--Martelle-Thdbetter Was my
dearest friend while I was growing up,"
Clower said. "And he really did tear up
that roadside tavern' with that there
chainsaw. But, people have got to liking
Marcelle so well, that sometimes I have
to 'tembellish' jest te-make-it---
_interesting. But all the people in my
storiesarerealpeople."- • -
When asked ii his wife plays a big role
in his career„Clower replied "My .wife
plays a big role in my eireer in that she
is the-very dearest thing in my life.
"Now. I'M iioll-ome very much-. aild
my family has adjusted well to my
 but-wherr Lath home, we (10
'quality visiting,' we catch up,"he said
Clower spoke a little on his farm
= heritage; remembering that he grew tip
in the "quarters of a ,sawmill on a dirt
road on Route-Four, Liberty. Miss.
"We growed up in poverty," Clower
remembered. .'Why, I remember
crying at a county Ulf becauseT di-dal--
have enough money fora.harnburger --
and that hamburger only cost a nickel."
Jerry Clower-:---'A Simple Man
Efforts Made To Keep Gas
Flowing To Homes In East
WASHINGTON (API Federal
authorities ate wielding their new
emergency natural gas powers in au
effort to keep gas flowing to homes and
hospitals throughout the East.
The Federal Power Commission's
first emergency allocation order -
Thursday diverted surplus West Coast
gas to the Transcontinental Gas Line
Corp. of Houston for distribution along
the gas-starved Eastern seabdard from
North Carolina to New York. ,
FPC Ohairman Richard Dunham
said the gas -- about 150,800 cubic feet
pet day — was intended tot the statet of
Washington and Oregon, but 'utilities
and industries there can replace it with
other fuels or gas in storage.
The FPC's Bereau of Natural Gas
reported 'Thursday that some pipelines
weredovin.to-n. two,clay supply of gas
for their top priority customers,
including homes, health facilities and
businesseS.
, The allocation powers that President
Carter sought _ and received from
Congress on Wednesday allow natural
gas to be rationed only from low-
priogly., users such as indusfAes to
high-priority customers.
The FPC also acted Thursday to
allow interstate pipelines to purchase
gas from the .more expensive.
unregulated intrastate pipelines in .-
Xexas and elsewhere. Intrastate
pipelines deal in gas that is produced
and consumed, in .tti same state. That,
,gas is not regulated by the federal
Igivernment or. under federal price
eontrols.
Denham said - it was too soon to tell
how much gas would be made available
or what effect it would have on con-,
s er plzs.
`netriirkinCY
interstate pipelines to buy; glirit prices
up to $2.25 per thousand cubic feet
without prior approtral, or at -even
higher prices if they reflect. ;ill iii.. -
seller's added costs for switchir••7 to
other fuels.
Some of the gas switched !rf)rii
Oregon and Washington Was (•
to-$2.35 per thousand cubic feet. But the
amount involved in the allocation was
only a fraction of She nearly l00
cubic feet of gas burned daily in M...
United States this winter
. The F-PC4.-tegular price (.eilii.F4
interstate gas i $I 44 Prior to the
emergency , some intrastate .:.;15.• Was
selling within producton statis tor a
much as S2.25.
, .Dunham *Said. that although natural
gas moves through pipelines at unl:‘'.211.-
mileS per hour. the ernpro•nty
deliveries will be expedited t.) tralini
'shipments of gas &law., the pipeline
-a. 4_4 ;Neat_
'surpl s without waitink for that gas U'
physically travel acrotss country, hi:
said.
• (See gas. Page Ili




The. hoine*.of 'Mrs. Robert
Hendon on Waldrop Drive was
the scene of the bridal tea-
shower held in honor of Mrs.
Billy Hendon, the former
Barbara Alexander.
Mrs. Hendon was assisted in
the hostesses' duties by Mrs.
John Dale, Mrs. Cohen
Stubblefield, and Mrs. Otley
White.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a blue
and White dress and was
presented with a corsage by.
the hostesses.
- Refreshments of cake,
mints, nuts, and tea were
served at the beautifully
appointed table. The gifts
were displayed for the guests
Miss Tena Hayden Pledges We sjli,g
Vows With Mr Clerrimo'ns At Church
St. Joseph- Church,
Mayfield,, was the setting. for
the Candlelight wedding- of
Miss Tena Hayden and Bill
Clemmons at seven o'clock
the evening of December 30.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hayden,
of Murray, and the groom's
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Clemmons of Mayfield.
Rev. Martin Mattingly of
Murray, performed the double
ring ceremony before an altar
flanked by poinsettias and
twin spiral candelabra holding.
white cathedral tapers.
Family pews were accented
by hurricane leitnps entwined
with holly and tied with white
satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
-was -presented-by Mra.- SIM-
- Approximately forty per- Gray, organialeancl Mrs. John
sons were present or sent gifts Waters, Jr., vocalist. Selec-
tions included "Flute Song,"
(Wilson), "The 'Sacrament of
Prayer,- (Peery), "Peace
and Love and Joy" Bach,( 
the . theme from _ -Water
Music" (Handel), and "Psalm
19" (Marcus), by the organist.
Vocal selections included
"The _ Lord's Prayer"
t-Malotte), "-The Wedding
Song" and "The Gift of Love"
(Hopson). The bridal chorus
by Wagner and Mantielssohn's
Wedding March were used as
the processional and
recessional.
The couple lighted the unity
candle as "The Lord's
Prayer" was being sung.
 _Brides. Dre‘s 
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father, and -
given in marriage by her
parents. For- her wedding, she
chose a formal gown of
magnolia white silk organzine
over bridal peau de soie, ac-
cented with Alencon lace. The
natural waistline was
enhanced with vertical bands
of lace insertion, and a
basque-styled bodice featured
a Victorian neckline -richly
adorned with lace motifs.
Long sleeves were sheer, with
bishop's cuffs of lace fitted at
the wrists.
A voluminous skirt of
gossamer organzine was
fashioned of horizontal lace-
accented panels which flowed
into a chapel-length train, and
poised over a bias under-skirt
of peau de soie.
during the afternoon hours of
two to four o'clock.
Girl Scout Office
Hours Changed
The Paducah office of the
Bear Creek . Girl Scout
Council, 540 N. 32nd St., will be
open only between the hours of
10 a. m. and 4 p. m. during the
month of February in
cooperation with the
Governor's program of fuel
conservation.
The office serves Girl Scouts
in the Murray_ area.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Tracy Lynn Henry of
Murray' Route One was





Sollisaibers who hove net
received their home-delivered
copy. of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 30 p m. Monday
Friday or by 330 p m on Salto,
days ore urged to call 753 1916
between 5,30 p. m and Op rn.,
tAonday -Friday Of 330 p m
and 4 p m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper Calls
roust be placed by Op. eve, week-






















Her headdress was an
Alencon lace Queen Anne
Crown, to which was attached
a formal-length veil of silk
illusion, fashioned with a
,booffant elbow-length tier
which seClii&d the modesty
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the St.
Joseph School hall. Assisting
in serving were Mrs. David
Brown, Mrs. Larry Grooms,
Mrs. Tony Stratton, Miss
Veil-she wore as she descended' "en).- - Dillard 4and Miss
—the aisle.  Cy otiiia-Cash.
-Barbara G. Smothermari -
Narn.ed Family Leader
hr. and Mrs. Shelton
Married For 30 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell Shelton of 511 South Sixth Street,
Murray, will observe their fiftieth -wedding anniversary on
February 6. No-special celebration is planned.
The couple was married on that date in 1927 near Sugar
Creek Baptist Church by the late Magistrate Holland.
Mrs. Shelton is the former Annie Lucille Harris, daughter of
the late William Franklin Harris and Bonnie Thompson
Harris. Mr. Shelton, a retired employee of the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company, is the son of the late George Elmer
Shelton and Mary Ellen Barnett Shelton.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Barbara June Knight, and one
---sonmoorge W. Shelton. They alsolavelliree gtanddaughters.-- -







held with crownipg of queen
about 5:15 p. m. during the
Farmington-Calloway games
at Calloway High. Dance will
be from 8:00 to 10:30 p. m. at
North Calloway gym,
The bride's. only jewelry For their wedding trip, the
was a pearl necklace, a- gift of bride wore-a brown, short-
the bridegroom, sleeved- suedgt jump slit
She carried a cascade designed with a -hood, and a
multi-colored striped sweater.bouquet of white rosebuds and
stephanotis, encircled by The couple is now at home at
baby's breath, and trimmed 205 Broadway Place in
- " -with White velvet bows. Mayfield.
Miss Teresa Hayden, sister Out-of-town guests at the
of the bride, served as maid of wedding included George
honor, and Mrs. „Nancy Colburn,. of Louisville,
Wright, al4o a sister of the Michael H,yslen,'Clarksytille.
bride, was matron of honor. Slierry ,rathery and
Bridesmaids were Miss Anita Jason Lathery, of Clarksville,
Riley, and Miss Sally Clem_ Ind., Dr. arid Mrs. Bill
mons, the groom's sister. Colburn, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Colburn, of Calvert City, Mr
They were identically' at- and Mrs. Clifton Castlebensy,tired in formal ensembles of
Benton, Mrs. Margaret Tylsonforest green maracaine, and daughter, Margaret, cffeaturing sleeveless v-necked
Southport, North Caroliit.a-line sheath dresses, over
Mary Mott, of Murray, Garywhich were worn matching
Lee Mott, Paducah, Mr andlong-sleeved, full-length
Mrs. Steger Cato. • ofcoronation Styled coats with ,
Hopkinsville. .attached hoods; outlined - in
Mr. and Mrs. Henryforest green maribou.
Szelkowicz, Hopkinsville. Mr.The hoods served -as their
and Mrs. David Sarten,headdress, and they' carried 
Clinton Mrs. Russell Bell,matching maribou mulfs to
Tuscaloosa. Ala., Mrs. Hardywhich were. .attached floral
Housman. Nashville. Missarrangements of hollY ac-
Ann Neblett, Louisville,cented with baby's breath and
Charlie Veach and Sharonwhite velvet bows. 
Downing, of Gilbertsville.
Tommy Perkins served the Prenuptial Events
groom as. best - mao. Prenaptial events planned
Greonistrien were Bud Tripp. to honor The couple included,-
Tony Stratton and Billy on Tuesday, December 28, a
Maddox. Serving as ushers bridal supper, hosted by Miss
were Pat Hayden, brother of Sally Clemmons at the China
the bride, and Harmon Boy Restaurant in Paducah.
Youngblood. The. bridal attendants and
For her daughter's wedding, those invited to assist at the
Mrs. Hayden wore a formal reception were guests, and the
gown of pastel blue,which bride presented then) gifts at
featured a full-length this time.
sleeveless coat. On Wednesday, December
Mrs. Clemmons, the 29. a rehearsal dinner was
groom's mother, selected a given by the bridegroom's
formal gown of beige knit. parents, at the Mayfield Golf
Both wore cymbidium or- and Country Club. Fifty guests
chids. • attended.
1 ir.s. Gerafii If .orkman Is Honored •11
Bridal Tea Held At Public Buil(/inu:
Mrs. Gerald Workman, who
before her recent marriage
was Miss Donna Bright, was
honored at a gift. tea held
Sunday afternoon, January 23
at the Production Credit
Association building on East
Broadway, Mayfield.
Hostesses were Mrs.
The Christian Education Committee Cordiairr Invites You To See The Production of
1:511L
\. THE STORY OF MOSES
6:30 PM, Sunday Evening, February 6,1977
A FIRST \ CH RISTIAN.. CH URCH •
Dit David C. Roos, Minister
Delbert Srfiiw, Mrs. Farrell
Elliott, Mrs. Dewey Edwards,
Mrs. J. W. Reynolds, all of
Mayfield, Mrs. J. T. Cavitt
and Mrs. N. P. Cavitt. both of
Murray.
Mrs. Workman chose for the
occasion a blue and white
floral embossed dress, -of
floor-length. Her:iellow and
white daisy corsage was a- gift
of the hostesses.
Greeting the guests were he
honoree , and the hostesses
were Mrs. Delbert Bright, the
bride's mother, and Mrs.
Corbin Workman, mother of
the groom.
Miss Marvena Sanders
attended the guest register,
and Miss Tammy Edwards,
the bride's cousin, assisted at
the gift table.
The serving table was
covered with a white, lace
trimmed cloth, and held an
arrangement of yellow mums
in 4 silver bowl. Flanking the
centerpiece were yellow
candles in silver holders, and
other silver appointments
were used.
On the gift table, covered ._
with a .satin cloth over laid
with yellow net, ..was a bride
dollit.etenterpiece.
S y guests called during
the fternoon, or sent gifts,
Saturday, February 5
Temple Hill Lodge No." 276
will meet at the Masonic Hall.
MSU Women's Society will
have a coffee at the home of
Mary JD ...Ighnson, 1709
Johnson Boule.vard with
Martha Pitman as coho tess 
from 10:00 to 11:30 a. m
Monday, February 7
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Fifst -:.:1111hesbyterian
Church, Main and -Sixteenth
Streets, at 7:30 p. m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p. m.
Art Education Classes for
adults will be from nine a. m.
ki noon and for children from
one to three p. m. at the
Murray Art Guild. Call 767-
4258 or 753-9085 to enroll. ,
Square dance with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dance will be at the Woodmen
of the World Hall-al 7:30 p. m
Sunday, February 6
Rameses, the Story of
Moses, will be presented at the
First Christian Church at 6:30
p. m. Tickets are adults, two
dollars, and children, one
dollar.
Lee-Olia and Ruth Wilson
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
W9men will have the week of
prayer and self denial
program at the church at two
p.m.
Sunday, February 6
Monthly gospel singing 'will
be held at Slood River Baptist
Church from two to four p. m.
with the Evangeliers of Union
City, ,Tenn., as guests, _
„-§letuday,--Webrnary 7
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a. m. at the club
house.
Chapter M of P.' E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Titsw6rth at 7:30 p: m. Annual
dues are payable at this.time.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at Ellis Center at two p.
m. Mrs. George Hart will give
the program on her travels the
past year.
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC meeting is can-
celled due to the energy crisis
but may be rescheduled.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Thelma Warford at
7'.30 p. m.
Lunch for senior- citizens
will be at North Second Street
Center at twelve noon. Call 
753-8938 for reservation by
-fl . a. m. and tall 753-9725
for transportation._ Activities
will follow the meal.
Barbara'G. Smotherman, of
Calloway County High School,
has been named 1977 General
Mills Family Leader of
Tomorrow. The student won
the honor by scoring highest in
the school in a written
knowledge and attitude
examination administered to
high school seniors here and
throughout the country
December 7,
The Family Leader will
receive a certificate from
General Mills, sponsor of the
annual Search for Leadership
in Family Living-, and-will-now
be considered for state and
national honors. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Smotherman.
From tbe ranks of all school
winners in the state, a State
  'Cirrornors*
will be seleCted through
judging centered on test
performance and will receive
a $1,500 college scholarship.
The second-ranking student in
the state will receive a $500
scholarship. Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational
Corporation will present "The
Annals of America," a 20-
'volume reference work, to the
state winder's school.
Representing every state
and the District-of Columbia,
the 51 General Mills Family
Leaders of Tomorrow will
gather in Colonial William-
sburg, Virginia, in April for an
expense-paid educational tour
there and in Washington, D. C.
During the tour, personal
observations and iiiterviews
will be conducted to select the
All-American Family Leader
of Tomorrow, who will receive
a $5,000 college scholarship.
Second, third and fourth
place national winners receive
scholarships increased tt
$4,000, $3,000 and $2,000,
respectively.
The test, personal ob-
servations and interviews are




Pattie May Jones of Murray
Route One was dismissed
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SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

































Pease note time changes due to energy crisis
Thru THURS.
SUN-2s. 730
MON.-THURS. - 7:30 Only
FRI. &SAT. -7:20,0:35 
GIVICKELODE 
A
no, trm "T 11111411-11% 114111.MONI '-
BRIAN MIDI
POUR 110121AMMinfor wtarm1111010111'' 
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
(X) 18 or Over Only  5
Thru WED.
SUN. - 2:30, 7.30
Mk)N.-THURS. - : 30 Only
- FkRI. &SAT. -720,9:35
OBSESS/ON
A bizarre story of love
CLIFF ROBERTSON II GENEVIEVE BLOOLD
vn-A_




MON.-THURS. - 7:15, 9:10
FRI. & SAT.-7: 15,9: 10 
The NEWCST PiNKCST PIMTNER OF ALL!







SUN. 2:10, 7:30 :
MON.-THURS. - 7: 30 Only
FRI. & SAT. -7:30,9:20
rrs THE MOST =MUMS




















Baby Boy Feeztre (Mother
Carla), 213 No. 13th St.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS. --
Miss Louise Hopkins, 205
Molton St., Hickman, Mrs.
Gwendolyn R. Cooper and
Baby Boy. 100. No. 9th St.
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis J. Wood
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8 Benton,
Mrs. Dorothy L. Jenkins, 601
Olive Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
M. Harpole,Fit. 1 Farmington,
Mrs. Agnes 0. Cothran, Rt. 3
Bx. 326-B Murray, Mrs. Donna
R. Boyd, Rt. 2 Murray, Mrs.
Sandra R. McConnell, 1713
Plainview Dr. Murray, Steven
B. Hutson, Rt. 8 Bx. 1075
-Murray, Mrs. re•
Taylor, Bx. 85 Murray, Mrs.
Gail R. Silber, 218 No. 13th
Murray, H. B. Darnell, Rt. 2
Bx. 96A Murray, Mrs. Betty
Allen, Rt. 3 Cadiz, Mrs.
Patricia G. Simpson, Rt. 1
Alma, Burress, 1603
Catalina Murray, Mrs. Mattie
M. Graves, Bx. 115 Hamlin,
Miss Gena C. Cleaver, Rt. 4
Bx. 64 Murray, Barry Grogan,
Rt. 4 Bx. 64 Murray, Mrs.
Bernie 0. Hooks, Rt. 3 Bx. 292-
B Murray, Earlie White, Rt. 2
Hazel, Mrs. Addie L. Burkeen,
Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs. Helen L.
Wright, Rt. 5 Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Irene Doran, Bx. 245 Puryear,
Tn., William V. Hale (ex-






Mrs. Marie B. Scott and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 271,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye F. Albin,
701 Goodman, Murray, Mrs.
Shelia L. Cohoon, No. 86 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Rheudell Taylor, Rt. 4, Boit.
'Fulton, Mrs. Kathy RS'
Jo-nes, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
-Lana Ward, Box 790 Lake
Barkley Dig., Cadiz, Mrs.
Birdie Parker, 407 N. 10th.,
Murray, Cecil L. Knight, Rt. 1,
Box 49, Almo, W. Bryan
Tolley, 1326 W. Main, Murray,
Finus E. Ingram, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie I. Sykes,





Baby Girl Gibson (mother
Dorothy, Rt. 2, Hazel.
. DISMISSALS .
Brian D. Provine, 206 S. 9th,
Murray, Miss Wanda J.




Per Pose In Living
Color







Free Parking In Rear
Mrs. Melanie I. Stewart and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Benton,
Wesley N. Bates Jr., Rt. I, Box
177, Paris, Tn., 'Mrs: Vernita
Blanton, 104s Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn L.
Crass, Gen. Del., Almo,
James O. Call, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tn., Miss Penny S. Farmer,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., Miss
Tonya L. Martin, 205 Maple
St., Paris, Tn., James K.
Reed, Rt. 7, Murray, Dusty C.
Spiliotis, 603 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Janet A. Wilson,
Box 22 Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Martha V. Latham, Rt.
Murray, Mrs. A. Lavelle
Blakely, Rt. 8, Box 44,
Murray, Kersey W. Black-
wood, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Goidie C. Cole, 5138 S.0 8th.,
Murray, Miss Elizabeth
DOWay, 104 N, 9th.. Murray.






Baby Girl Cooper (mother
Mary), Rt. 7, Camelot Dr.,
Murray, Baby Boy Thorn
(mother Barbara), Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville.
DISMISSALS
Miss Patricia A. McKinney,
Rt. 3, Box 45-A, Murray, John
S. Hatton, 402 N. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Jean I. Burkeen, 1009
Payne St., Murray, James M.
Downey, 625 Broad, Murray,
Miss Penny D. Downey, 625
Broad, Murray, Miss Nanette
Wynn, tantet-Thir-fry -E-s1.,
Murray, Mrs. Mable M.
Sykes, 210 Woodlawn, Murray,
Miss Beth A. Taylor, 1703
Magnolia, Murray, Miss
Barbara E. Tucker, 500 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Jacobs,
Rt. 1, Calvert City, J. Rymon
Jacobs, Rt. 1, Calvert City,
Mrs. Cora Wells, West View
Nursing Hm., Murray, Ray H.
Cobb, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.
JO BETH NORWOOD, a
junior at Calloway County
High School and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Nor-
wood, has been selected as
the member of the month
for the Calloway Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America. She was selected
on the basis of her activities
of the local FFA Chapter and
was recently chosen as
County Farm Bureau Queen.
Her other activities ini:Jude
being president of the Area
4-H Teen Council and Pur-
chase Area representative to
the State 4-H Teen Council.
Her other main interest is





How to Get Kids
To Visit Grandma





What. kind of 'de.). will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
gi‘er for your birth Sign.
ARIES
FEBRUARY 5, 1177
monotony of detada. Wouttags
for 'good efforts!
SAGITTARIUS 3,erocl,
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
- Don't overplay your hand, but
stay In there pitching with the
drizst best of them. The right balance(Mar 21 to Apr. 201 ' and careful decisions can meanEven though your day may be top results soon.
Crowded . don't overlook details CAPRICORN
through haste. Seemingly minor Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
factors could be most important Stellar influences indicate ato the overall picture of a wider scope of interests,
successful day. possibly greater activity. But
TAURUS ts -ky take precautions not to overstep
.   -wise Imuts.
DEAR ABBY: I have a dear mother who lives about an
hour's drive away. She's blind, but very cheerful and
mentally alert. I phone her every day. She lives witka
housekeeper and loves, to.. have, company. • •
When she had her. sight,_ she_ couldn't do enough -for- my-
children. She sewed for them, bought them gifts and
always made sure there were goodies in her house. Now
the children are teenagers, and I have to beg them to visit
their grandmother because it is so "boring' there, there's
nothing to do there, etc.
My husband and I visit her as often as possible. We
realize that our kids are involved with friends and
aetivities, so-we don't expect-them -touccompairv us-on
every visit, but is it too much to expect them to visit her
once a month?
They read your column daily, Abby. I can bet my bottom
dollar that you'll agree with me, but if the kids hear it from
Dear Abby, maybe they'll realize that Mom and ,Dail ire
right.
ASKING
DEAR ASK LNG: Your children are old enough to realize
that it's a mark of maturity to do things (without whining)
that aren't particularly fascinating but are well worth the
eflort because of the pleasure it gives others. Visiting
grandparents falls into that category.
A suggestion for youngsters who resist visiting elderly
relatives because it's "boring": Interview the old folks.
_Ask_ cluestion..--about relatives-wise -preeetted yew, how
things were back in the "olden days." You'll learn some
interesting facts, and you'll find that those visits will be
eew arding to you and the old folks.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17-year-old girl and my problem is
I'm flat. Nly mother thinks that if a girl is flat, she shouldn't
wear a padded bra because it's like false advertising. I
have a part-time job, so I bought myself a few padded bra,
and when my mother saw them, she went berserk! She
took the bras back to the store, said they were the "wrong
kind" and got my money back.
Abby'. being flat-chested really bothers me. When I can
afford it and I'm on my own, th'e first thing Um going to do
is get silicone implants.
In the meantime, I'd sure appreciate if you would back
me up and Say that some girls wear padded bras so they'll
look better in clothes and not as ';false advertising."
Thanks.
PLENTY OF NOTHING
DEAR PLENTY. I'm on your side. I'm also behind you
concerning what you don't have in front of you. Lotsa luck.
DEAR ABBY: I am a directory assistance operator in
Pittsburgh. and until I started working for Bell Telephone
I didn't know there were so many rude, inconsiderate aid
thoughtless people in,the world.
In the first place. wiAildn't you think a person who wants
to have a telephone number would have sense enough to
have a pencil in his hand when he calls? No way. They call
us FIRST, and then ask us to wait until they find a pencil
Also when we ask them how to spell a name, they will
sav. "If I knew how to spell it. I'd find it myself!''
When We do finds number, do they say. "thank. you ..?
No. -theV -just slain down the receiver!
One more thing, Abby. Will you please ask adults N(
to ask their very young children to call for them? One dung
that driveS.a telephone operator up a wall is a kid w Ia
cannot be heard or understood.
Even if this -dOesn't- make your c(Aumn, it did me a ho . ,1
ble to et this off my chest.
Hit RGES OPERA
DEAR OPERATOR: Glad to oblige. It's time someone
gave ir little recognition to that. vast faceless army of
unthanked heroes and heroines.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Speech Students
Present Program
The general meeting of the
First United Methodist
Church Women was held
Tuesday, February 1, at ten a.
m. in the Hale Chapel of the
church with Mrs. Milton
Jones, president, presiding
and Dr. Jrufres Fisher giving
the opening prayer.
Mrs. Jones introduced Mrs.
Dr. Bryan L Thacker
Is pleased to announce the association of
Dr. Ronald L Wuest









Tuesday     -9-1282-6
Wednesday - 9-9
Thursday - 9-12 8 2-6
Friday - 9-9
Saturday - 9-12 Dr. Rbnald Wuest
Audie Green who gave the
devotion from Genesis on the
subject of "Prayer."
Special speakers were
Karen Edwards, Gail Tucker
and Sheila Darnell of the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team, coached by
Larry England. They wer,
introduced by Mrs. Buron
Jeffrey. The girls each gave a
special talk of about eight
minutes each.
Miss Roberta Whitnah,
secretary, had the roll call of
thecircies with the Marylebna
Frost Circle. having tht
largest attendance. Local 'and
conference treasurer . report,
were given by Mrs. Carl
Harrison and Mrs. Corte7
Byers. The budget for the year
was given by Mrs. Jones and
Approved by the women.
A work day for the bazaar-
will be held on the thir,!
Tuesday, March 15 at ten a. m
at the church.
The women will also have ,
mission study beginnim.
Sunday, February 20, with .,
potluck dinner at 6:30 p. rt.
The next-Study sessions will
on February 27 and March
The xecutive Board met ni;
the ch ch parlor at nine a. n;
and cof ee wai served at 9 10
a. m. by the Maryleona Frost
Circle in the social hall prlw-
to the general meeting at t.1.:,
a. m. .
Thirty-two members w), r ,'
present fer the genera!
meeting.
Venus now puts the accent on
romance. You should hear
directly or indirectly some
highly intapitLing news about
an .oTd‘
amp-GEMLNIe.-May 22 to. June 2.1.i • • - -
short  trui_may bring some
surprising results - even,
possibly, a complete change in
your present set-up.
CANCER
June to July 23)
A day in which to keep your
own counsel. Otherwise, it
would- be only woo 
volve - yourself in. fruitless YOU BORN TODAY have a
discussions or other bright, alert mind and unusual' com-.4t --
physical dexterity. Your en-
thusiasm for life and all that it
holds knows no bounds, and you
are always eager and ready to
accept new ideas. Normally a
cooperative worker and part-
ner, you may. however, go
about things in you; own way at
times, forgetting others con-
cerned in your plans. In fact,
you can be extremely erratic
and unsystematic in your
methods, but you DO get things
done eventually.
Procrastination LI one of the
traits you MUST learn to
conquer; also a tendency
toward excessive volubility.
, Under ordinary circumstances._
you are clear-sighted arid'
. realistic but, when your
emotions take over, your
mental vision becomes blurred,
and judgment suffers. Your
-talents -are many -but you
probably would be happiest in
the fields of literature, music,
via -
munications which get you
nowhere.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some surprising events in-
dicated - perhaps a completely
unexpected visit from an old
friend or relative from afar.
VIRGO
Fir)t-P.IAAug 24 to Sept. 23)
If planning a trip, be-sure that
you don't go overheard finan-
cially.. Get all schedules, costs,
etc in writing. - Better plan on
some "extras," too.
UBRA "
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Leave the status quo in all
phases of your life unless you
are forced to make changes
because of unexpected cir-
cumstances. And even then, act
reservedly.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 I
Good planetary influences. A
novel twist, a new approach to a ' painting, science or politics.
nonmoving project should spark-. Birthdate of Adlai Stexe,nson,
fresh interest, relieve the . Amer.. statesman.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Demonstrate yOur--talents in
the areas where they will do the
most good, and don't become
unnerved by stubborn op-
p_osition_ _Originality ad




20 to Mar. 20)
the results of previous
actions. If everything did not
turn out as planned, profit by
the experience.
.(24





Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haley of Dexter Route One.annoiince
the engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest
daughter, Tammy, to Tony Salyer, son of Mrs. Faye Travis of
Hardin and Ray Salyer of Fairdealing.
The bride-elect is a junior at Calloway County High School
and is presently employedat the Thoroughbred Drive Inn.'
Mr. Salyer is a 1976 gradate of Marshall County High
School and is now employed by ths County.
The wedding has been planned for Friday, February 25, at
seven p. m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray.. MI friends-and relatives are invited to attend. 




LARGE VOLUME. LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A





UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS ON NEW SPRING FASHIONS!
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Despite a few momentary
etbacks, our economy is
getting stronger day-by-day
and pulling out of the recession,
lit a (1;15* of years ago.
Locally, as well as
throughout Iher-country, the
construction industry is making
gains. This industry was one of
Ow hardest hit, economically,
during the recession of the
Nixon years
ever $15 million in new
construction was begun in
Murray last year. At least $8.5
million of . that .figure was- at
Arurray State University. -
New home-building in the city
amounted to more than $1.3
'million and commercial con-
struction topped $5.2 million in
1976. Those figures, estimated
from city building permits, do
not include new construction in
the county', as county figures
are unavailable.
Those are healthy figures. We
•
think they are a. good sign for
Calloway County business.
Now, lets .acid some more .
figures,
Residential construction for
Kentucky during 1976 increased
by 35 per cent over 1975, from
$518.3 million to $701.8 million.
Non-residential construction
was up for the same period by
15 per.vent, from $403.2 million
to $462.6 million.
A third category, nonbuilding
construction vtfeich includes
streets, bridges, dams, water
system _constru,ction and the
'was up 1-9-pvt-cv4444n 1976,„-
from $522.4 1million to $621.6
110 llion
Those Mures combined
amount to a total construction
figure for Kentucky in 1976 of
$1.79 billion up 24 per cent Over
the $1.44 billion worth of ('on-
struction in 1975.
Any way we look at it, these
figures point toward a strong
economy in future months
Contemporary Religious Thought




Our culture today is teeming with
authors, intellectuals, and philosophers
self-appointed authorities) who have
taken the stand that there are no ab-
solutes. This doctrine is now becoming
a reality in the lifestyle of Americans..
Under the auspices of freedom man is
living within the framwork of this idea.'
But in adopting this lifestyle man is
having problems living with himself.
All control is being lost. If there are no
values that are -Certain, then anything
and everything is fair game. If we teach
that there are no standards then we
should not be surprised at the results of
this mentality.
In its two-hour program on violence
M. America, NBC revealed what some
of the problems are. It showed the
results of child abuse, rape, murder
and their increase in our society. "Why
not," if there is no answer to the
question, -Why?" We should not be
surprised at the low level that human
life has reached. It is seen in many-
forms — from the abortion of an unborn.
fetus to the neglect of the aged. We
should not blame the electrical com-
pany for shuting off the power to a 74
year olitheartvictim who froze.todeath
because of not paying his 118.00 bill.
Were they not following the prescribed
thinking of today that money is worth
.more than man? Why, the man was
costing the company money, and they
were obligated to "protect their paying
customers."
Within the bouridt of this mentality of
no absolutes, money is just as valuable
as human life. The money in a cash
register is equal in value to the man
behind the cash register, so why not kill
him. A business corporation is of equal
value i if not more valuable) than one
human life. Doesn't this sound like the
mentality of organized crime or the
tactics of a dictatorial regime? Man
.will be ruled; but by what staadard and
by whom? The more diabolical man
becorrits in his thinking, theless value •
he places on human life. The 'rejection
of absolutes sounds • great in a
classroom of a permissive society, but
place the professor who adheres to this
teaching of no absolutes into a society
which. holds strictly to it and see if he
can live in it or even recommend that
others do so. Why do shop owners of the
innevitk.,rnove to suburbs where there
is more law and order? Surely the end
of this philosophy is another Sodom and
Gomorrah. Do we .have .to prove
everything through firsthand ex-
perience or will men learn from the
past? The philosophy, of no absolutes
produces only greed; and greed is not
healthy for mankind.- - - -
Compare these thoughts of man to
those of Jesus Christ: "Love your
enemies; do good to those who
dispitefully use you." Love your neigh- Business Mirror.
hor as you love yourself." "Is not the
body more important than clothing" 
•-If someone takes your coat, give hirrft raniumyour cloak also."
The more man lives in rejection of
God and His absolutes, the more clearly
God and His word speak with .great
authority. The .lower man gets, the
higher God's word is elevated. It is still
true, and even more so today: the value
given to human life was never higher
than in Jerusalem on a hill called
Calvary around A. D. 33.
It would be of great help to our
society if her people would begin
thinking 'instead of just being led by
short-sighted authors, intellectuals and
philosophers. As a matter of fact, God
has us minds and He demands
that we use - them. Until we do, the
doctrine of no absolutes will become
more pronounced as will the difficulty
of man living with man. "A place to
stand is better than no place at all."
M'ARTIN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: About three months
ago, my claim for Social Security
disability benefits was denied. I was
told that I had 6 months to file a request
• for reconsideration of my claim. I was
told this morning that the law had been
changed. Is this true? If so, how does
this affect me? J.K. . •
ANSWER: It's true that under the
new law a request for reconsideration
of a denied claim for Social Security
disability benefits or a request for
reconsideration of the date of onset of
disability must be filed Within 60 days.
However, if your letter included a
staement advising yOu'thist you had six
months to apply for reconsideration of
your claim, that statement remains
unchanged.
HEARTVNE: I know that Social
i• Security makes money available to the
states to help pay ' for vocational
rehabilitation service for Social
Security disability beneficiaries. Are
any special funds made available to
help disabled or blind persons under the
Suppleyientary Security Income (SSI)
program? N.P.
Answer: Yes. Congress appropriates
money each year from general
revenues for the rehabilitation of SSI
recipients. As with the money for Social
Security disability beneficiaries, this
enables more disabled persons to
receive rehabilitation services than
would be possible from state funds.
HEARTIJNE: I am 64 years old and I
have been drawing Social Security and
my company pension for two years
now. I have not been doing any work or
anything else these' last two years. I
would like to do some work Air some
sort of -public service organization. Do
you know where I can get in touch with
any of these organizations? R.M.
ANSWER: Heartline has compiled a
list of Over 40 national associations
devoted tO public service. For a copy of
this free list writeto Hearftline — Public
Service, 114 E. Dayton St,, West
'Alexandria, Ohio 45381, and enclose a '
long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
.School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
pt•r I
Power Over Sickness And Death
By H. C. Chiles
Luke 7:11-23 .
.Out of compassion Christ repeatedly
and freely used His great power to help
those who were in need. Two cases are
described in this lesson.
Power Over Death —7:11-17
This story clearly portrays three
things;
1. &sad procession.„
As Christ, attended by His disciples
and multitudes of others, approached
Nain, they came upon a sCene of gloom
and sadness. A funeral procession
emerged from the gate on the way to
the cemetery. A dead body was being
carried out fu buridl. The corpse FM
wrapped carefully in linen and then laid
on an open bier within plain view of all
who observed the procession. The bier
was borne by friends who relieved each
other at frequent intervals.
Death. never seems so cruel as when
it cuts off one in the prime of life, as in
the case of this only ,son of this dear
widow. This brokenheartened mother
was weeping because the center of her
affections and the comfort and support
of her advancing years had been taken
away from her.
2 A sympathetic person 
Observing the4 procession and the
extreme grief of the poor mother,
Christ pitied her with an overmastering
compassion. The only appeal that was
made to Him was that of the sorrow of a
mother's heart.
3. A supernatural performance.
While all of the circumstances
pleaded silently, but eloquently, on her
behalf, the tears of this dear mother
touched 'Christ's heart of tenderness
and compassion. No sooner had the
feeling of pity arisen within Him than
He insisted that the bereaved mother
not weep because He was about to
remove the cause of her sorrow.
Without any ceremony or -display
Christ very courageously walked over
and touched the bier. Awed by His,
touching the bier, those who bare it
stood still, filled with wonder,.
amazement, suspense, and ex-
pectation. They realized that they were
in the presence of One Who had the 
rightto stop them, even on their way to
the tomb. Silently and reverently they
waited to hear what He had to say and
to see what He might do. Of course, it
was thought that He had defiled
Himself, inasmuch as touching a bier_
Aas equivalent to contact with a leper.
That quiet voice of pity and power said:
-Young man, say unto thee, Arise."
To the astonishment of all who heard
Him command death to release the
young man and life to take possession of
him, he sat up and began talking. When
Christ gave the young man back to his
mother, that terribly dark day became
the most blessed in her experience. -
Power Over Discouragement
Like 7:18-23 
beJohn the Baptist had en faithful in
proclaiming Christ as the Lamb of God
Who had come to take away the sin of
the world, but he had- not foreseen that
the Saviour would bun-reeled by the
nation, and that His glorious reign
would not be established forthwith. For
his bold and fearless reproof of Herod
and' Herodias for their adultery, the
great preacher was imprisoned in a
fortress at Machaerus on the eastern
shore of the Dead Sea. While
languishing in prison, John the Baptist
thought much about Him Whom he had
been privileged to baptize in the Jordan
River. Since Christ had not done all that
he had exPeeted to do, john the
Baptist was greatly perplixed.
In. Mc moot lotio the
Baptist did the right thing in sending
tw o of his disciples to ask the Lord
Jesus, "Art thou he that should come?
or look we for another?" Knowing that
these men' could relate what they saw
touch better than they could what they
heard. Christ gave them a marvelous
display. of divine miracles by keeping
on with His ministry of healing. Before
their very eyes Christ cured many, not
only because they were in need of
healing, but also in order_ to prove His
identity. Since "actions speak louder
than words," Christ could not have used
any. more eloquent method of an-
swering John's question. Christ sent the
messengers back to John the Baptist to
tell him how He had healed the sick
instantly- and how He had raised the
dead from their graves. They told of
miracles the Ake of which they nor he
had'ever seen. To John the Baptist this
was unanswearable proof that Christ
- was the Messiah. Their, message
completely allayed all of his fears and -
gave him the satisfying assurance that
his work-of preparing the way for Christ
had not been in vain.
Reserves Down
NEW YORK API — The uranium
industry is warning,_as the-natural gas
industry did in years gone .by, that its
reserves fall far short of the
requirements being scheduled for _it by
energy authorities.
As a result, at least one urraniurn
producer, the Atlas Corp., is urging a
crash program . of exploration, and
development, financed in part by huge
government loans, additional tax
credits and depletion allowances.
Edward R. Farley, Jr., Atlas
president, said an investment of at least
$18 billion will be needed to meet the
nation's uranium needs during the next
25 years, for exploration, new mines
and additional processing plants.
. ....!'„The uranium industry is in no
position to supply that kind of capital,"
he said.
Atlas was one of the first U.S. com-
panies to enter the uranium mining
business more than two decades ago,
and now has _contracts to supply
yellowcake. to a number of the 55
nuclear power plants in the United
States.
He said the inability of his and other
companies to meet requirements could
result in serious social and economic
dislocations, pusmbly -resulting in
power shortages, higher electricity
bills and slowed economic growth.
'Unaer his plan, the federal govern-
The .Murray
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ment would put up a large part of the
$18.billion he feels is needed.
"Companies, individuals, part-
nerships, whatever they be, would have
to prove that on a property there was a
reasonable prospect of a commercial
ore body" before obtaining funds, he
said.
If the explorers discover uranium
they would be required to repay the
loans, but if their efforts resulted in
failure the loans would be forgiven.
The fedeal government has been
conducting an airplane survey over a
700,000-square-mile area of the country
in search of deposits. The information
is fed into computers to pinpoint
possible exploration sites for private
industry.
Most uranium deposits presently are
situated in the western part of the
country, but known deposits exist in
Tennessee and North Carolina, and a
recent government survey suggests
there may be ore in Pennsylvania and
Maine.
Current, somewhat vague plans call
for nuclear energy to provide about 15
per cent of the nation's electricity by
1985, about double the current level,
with the percentage rising to 50 per cent
or so by year 2000. -
Farley maintains the uranium
reserves simply do- not exist to meet
that schedule, and that "the annual gap
between our production of uranium and





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
, We pointed out to our -readers the
other day the new section on the
Kentucky Income Tax form which
allows, state taxpayers to designate $1
of their taxes for political campaigns.
We still believe it's a good idea and
,healthy for politics in the Corn-
r•oonwealth, because public campaign
financing is a good way to reduce
reliance on large contributions from
special interestl.
But we also tend to agree with an
editorial comment in the Louisville
Courier-Journal which appeared in this
 morning's edition.-The-CointsdUr
that the Kentucky checkoff form differs
from the federal form in • that the
federal form is non-partisan while the
Kentucky form requires a designation
of the contribution for either the
Republican or Democratic party.
The C-J says:
"Many taxpayers are bound to
wonder if the eyes of_ the state tax
reviewers ever wander to the Political
Party Fund section. Many will hesitate
to declare' their Republicanism in a
state in which registration, if not actual
voting performance is traditionally 
heavily Democratic. Manfmore, who
think of themselves as independents no
matter how they're registered to vote,
will resent having to give to a specific
party rather than to the political
process.
"The difference is in More than form,
of course. The federal tax checkoff is
one of democracy's great bargains. It
does not directly increase one's tax
liability. It generates a fund, in
government account books, from which
candidates of any' qualified party can
obtain dollars for campaign purposes,
under rigorous disclosyre guidelines.
"The Kentucky law, adopted last
RU Years.Ago
The Calloway County High School
Lakers wori their 20th basketball game
of the season as they beat Caldwell
County. Stan Key got 25 points for the
Lakers.
.„Parvin Blalock1 local groceryman
he}e for thirty years, died this morning
at the age of 76.
Burman Ferguson, Neal York, Joe
Pat Jones, and 011ie Harris had dogs as
Winners in the special contest held by
the Twin Lakers Coon Club.
Mrs. Dan Hutson, Mr. and 'Mrs.
Charles R. Thurman, Cathy Mitchell,
Jan Cooper, and Kay Hale presented a
affecial program at the Sweetheart
Banquet held by the Garden Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Carney Hendon was the program
leader.
Showing at the Capri !Theatre is
"Gambit" starring Shirley MaCLaine
and Michael Caine. '
20 Years Ago
The Lynn Grove-High School Wild-
cats were crowned champions of the
Calloway --County High School
Basketball Tournament 'for the first
time since 1950 with a 67-51 win over the
Murray Training School Colts. The
Almo Warciors beat the Kirksey Eagles
in the consolation game.
Deaths reported include • Edgar
Elkins, age 49, and Woodrow Key, age
42.
The Murray Training School Debate
Team composed of Jimmy Thompson,.
Wayne Ezell „Ralptaiv.er, and Charles
Byers tied 'ittr second place in the
tournament held at Reitz High School.
Evansville, Ind., on February 2.
Miss Beverly Ann White and William
HT-S1Ratt were married February 2 at
the First Baptist Church. _
Prof. J. Clifton Thurman of Van-
derbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
has been elected as president of the
Murray . State College Alumni
Association, according to. M. 0.
Wrather, alumill secretary.
spring, has a narrower purpose. Only •
the parties obtaining 20 per cent or
more of the vote in the last general
election for president can be listed on
the tax form. 'The funds set aside go to
party headquarters."
The Louisville-newspaper urges the
next legislature to z'reexanaine the uses
of the.. party checkoff, to audit the
money handled by the central com-
mittees and to look again at the non-
partisan designation of the federal
income tax."
- We join in that plea.
1H-O
We've all felt the bite of the weather.
for the past few weeks locally and most
of us would say "it couldn't be worse."
But the people in Buffalo, N. Y.,
which has been practically shut down
because of blizzards and extreme cold,
would heartily disagree.
We reteived a first-hand report on
conditions up there the other night
when we called our sister, who now
lives in Buffalo.
She said there is now way we could ,.
imagine the depths of the snow drifts,
f• . • : • •
home and "piled as high as a double-
decker bus alongside the streets of the
city."
It has been bad enough around here,
we told her, tut the more than 100 in-
ches of snow they have received in a 45-




By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 4, me 35th day
of 1977. There are 330 days left inqhe
year.
Today's highlight-on history:
On this date in 1789, George
Washington was elected the first
president of the United States, with all
69 presidential electors casting their
votes for the general,
On this date:
In 1861, delegates from six seceding
Southern states focned the Con-
federacy at Montgomery, Ala. ,
In 1887, the Interstate Commerce_
Commission was established.
In . 1945, President . .Franklin
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister
Winston Chuchill and the Soviet leader,
Joseph Stalin, began a conference at
Malta.
In 1948, the island of Ceylon became a
free, self-governing dominion within
the British Commonwealth.
In 1961, terrorist attacks broke out in
the Portuguese African territory of
Angola.
Io 1975, the U.S. Justice Department
proposed stronger measures to prohibit
the employment of illegal aliens.
Ten years ago: A U.S. presidential
adviser, Walt Rostow, said a diplomatic
move was under way to determine
whether North Vietnam was seriously
interested in peace talks.
Five years ago: Britain and several
other nations formally recognized the
new state of BangladeSh, formerly East
Pakistan.
One year :ago: India's parliament
voted itself another year in office b-y-
postponing scheduled elections.
Today's birthday: Feminist Bet y
Fnedan is 56:
Thought for today: History is, indeed,
little more than the register of the
crimes, follies and misfortunes of
mankind. -- Edward Gibbon, English
historian, 1737-1794:
Bible Thought
BlesSed be the LORD thy God
which delighteth in thee . to do
judgment and jutstice. I' Kings 10:9.
God cares for you You, too, can
know the delight of the Lord
Let's Stay Well
Egg Substitute Low in Cholesterol
Q: Mrs HS. wonders whether
the eg0 substitutes on the market
are really free of cholesterol and
if they are useful to a person who
is supposed to be on a low-fat
Act •
A: Egg substitutes ai-e made
by separating the yolks (rich in
cholesterol) from the whites of
fresh eggs and replacing the
yolk with other subsotutds that
have similar properties. The ad-
&nom include corn oil. Alta(
. dry milk, emulsifieis. viatrnins
and a few other chemicals. (See.
the label on the package for con-- ,
By F..J.L Blasingame. M D
tent
While this mixture is not
cholesterol-free, the amount of
cholesterol is so small as to be in-
consequential. One-fourth of a
rup of the substitute compares to
one large whole egg and cons
tains less than a milligram of
cholesterbi.
The substitute is used much in• -
the same way as a scramhled
fresteeg,g mix. le taste iscom-
parable, but the ost ishiidwr
Restrainst for Children
In Rental Cars
Q: Mrs, V.L. writes that she LS
summed and disappointed that -
a nationwide car rental com-
pany does not have restraints tor
children other than the ayaala-
ble adult seatbelts She feels that
such protectimis should he
available
A: Your point is %len taken It
is largely a matter of public de-
mand. The companies probably
would sespond promptly if
enough persons, made the re-
quest.
Unfortunately, even the ma-
jority of adult car users ride.
without belts or harnesses,.
although the safety benefits of
these devices have long been
demonstrated
By calling the car rental agen-
cy. in ads ance, appropriate
restraints for children passen-
gers niay he made available
Otherwise, you will probably
have to supply your own
I covntgend you for your con,
cern OntV through efforts like
yours will the atse of safety
restraints conic into common
use



















































.• • .. .. . O  . Methodist
•Baptist
SCOTTS GROVE
Worstup Service 11:00a m
Evening Worship 4:30p r13
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning WUrship 11100a m
Evening Worship 6:30p. m
FIRST BAPTIST
Moriung Worship 10.45a





• ...Attend Church •
•









Worslup Semi-« I I a m . 1st Sunday 10 00 3





, Evening Ikusidup - 740 p TR . ""
RUST FORE
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Sunday Evening 6'00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7:00p m '
SNOW SPRING
Morning Worship 1100a m Nazarene
Evening Worship - 6 45p-  m.
• NORTHSIDE MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School 9.45 a. m.Morning Worship 11:00a m.
Evening Worship 7-00 o to Monung Worship 1045 a. m.
- - - N. Y. P. S. Worship 5:15p. m
HAZEL BAPTIST Eve Worship 600 p. m.Morning Worship 11.00a m Wednesday Worship 700 p. m.Evening Worslup . - 7.313-p. rn „
- POPEAIISPRINGS - - wove wow ammo
Morning Worship 11,000 m Monung Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m &May School 10:00 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST 
Evening Worstup : 5:30 p.m.
N Y.P.S Worstup . • 5:00p.m.
 . - •A
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WOraRlp Service 9 30. in
Sunday School 10 304 m
•
GOOD SNIP NERD UNITED
Woraup Service 11 Otis In
Sunday School 10 004 niChurch of Christ wwirtielma Immo
- Sunday School . 10 00 a in
NEW PROVIDENCE morning Worship - • 11 0)4 in
Morning Worship 1110a ni. EMIT UNITED
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m Sunday School 10 00 a m
UNIVERSITY Morning Worship 11 0Os rn
Morning Worship 10:30a. m. Evening Worstup . . - -- 7 00p m
Evening Worship - 4:00p m -
GREEN HAIN - • COLDWATER MINTED -
MonungWorsh ip 10,46a. m, Worship Service 11 00 a.m. 1st L Ind Sun-
Evening Worstnp j.;00 p. m day 3rd i 4th. Sunday School
WOE MURRAY  00 a. m 1st 41, 2nd Sunday. 11 00 a' rik Ind
Morning Worship 1050 •. m & 4th Sunday
•Morning Worst134 1:0-45 a. m Wednesday Everung : 64.30p.m.' Evening Worship 7:40 p.m
BLOOD RIVER
« , • , 4 hit,. s • • 1 .
t AIL« Pv4 1;37, , .. ..---- s
l' '
Evening Worship 604p m. •
INNOWEIROYE ' . MAPLE NILE UNITEDMorning Worstup .. 10.04 n -01Morning Worship • 1050a m..1k*.' • mar
II • .0
Sunday School 11 00a mM°114011SYSlrSiliil._ . _ .L1.110.a-m_ _....
Evening Worship 6:30p.m Pentecostal tn 7- • --Eyeausg-Werehip---•, pin . ----,.. •••••.••••• «. AMP ••1711011116TPRESET BAPTIST '. -
Morning Worship 1100a. rts, ALMO HEIGHTS • .
Evening Worship 7,30 p. m. Morning Worship II :00a. m.
- • Evening Worship 7.30p.m.MAMA( BAPTIST
UNITED, NEW CONCORDMorning Worship 10:50 a. m. sundjiy school 10:00 a. m.Evening Worship 
6 • °I) P. In' Worship Sennces 11 00 a m., 7,00p.m
WIVE, MT. CAROALL MISSIONARY . . ... _ -- - . CALVARY TEMPLE - ' - -Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Sunday School 10.00 a m
.
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.. -s.Wor•ship &MO" - -1117101-7r--7 aor;hip 8 45 & 10 50* in
Evening Worship 6:00 p. RI.
. ism ammo MUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED .Morning Service 1050. m. Sun- day. School 10.00a m
Evening Worship 6'00 p• ni. Monung Worship - 11 00. m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Monung Worstup 11 00 a m. LT1111 GROVE
Evening Worship - 8 00 P m. Morning Worstup Sen. ice II 00a m
SECOND STREET ._. • Sunday Scoo-...i.. hl 10 00 a in. . _ .. _ ... _
'- EvaninaVioasinp-..-- . -•ra --Warder:ritualism-- Ti '1:03-a MT 77-3126TW".
FLINTEIAPTIST FIRST ASSEMBLY
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. -
Evening Worship 6:45 p m. Sunda,' School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 1100 a. m...., mein CORNER Sunday Evening 7130p: m.Morning Worship - I I. OD a. m. Thum nate 
' 7:00p. m.Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
UNITED,
Sunday SchoolELM GROVE 
310 IRVAN AVE. 
10 09a rn- 
Messing Wereaup 11:SESe.-m. Evening Worship ' 7,00p: m
Evening Worship 700 p. m. DEWARDS CHAPEL
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School 10 00a. m.
Morning Worship II:00a. m. . Worship Service 11:00 a. m .
Evening Worslup 7:15 p. m. Evening Worship 7:30 p. m
SUGAR CRIER FIRST UNITEDSunday Worship 10:00a in & 7:00p_rnMorning Worship 11:00a. m. Tues. & Thurs.
7:00p.m.Evening Worship 715 p. m.
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ift1311 MT-Iiimedyqg Wolltitp _
Evening Worehip 6:00 p m. . GOSNEN METHODIST
FRIENDSHIP Mornuig worship Services 9 30 a rn
Sunday School 10 00 a m Sunday School 1040a in
Morning Worship 11 00a m. Evening sennees. 1st , 3rd. 11 5411 Sundays
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 6 30 p. m.
OF CHRIST
Bible Study 10.00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M. Worship' 10 so Woritop Service 10 00 a in
P7M.Worslup 010 •
Mid-Week 7110 DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
COLDWATER Worship Service . 10 00a in
Morning Worship 1° 5° a in. 1St & 2nd Sundays 11 130 a ni
Evening Worship 6 °6 P m ' 1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
KIROV( CHURCH
WEStONOf CHRIST Worship Service 1.0 00 a m lit Sunday &Sunday School . 10.00 a. in_ _
Morning Worship 10 50 am. 11 00 a. m 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 00
a. m. 1st Sunday. 10.40a_su. 224,3rd. lis 4th
Event- astWordsiagender--------'-----'---Morrung Worship, . . . . - 11:00a. as. - Soil- . nesdays IPewntrIg liineahlp 5 -Ill p .sa'MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School . • ' - 930.. in ChristianWorship 11:00*. In
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE FIRST CHRISTIAN
1st Sunday 2:00n. In Worship Services 10 455 m .7 00p .m
3rd Sunday 10:30a. m. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
OLD SALEM BAPTIST Worship 10 30 a m
Sunday School 10:00 a. m Bible Se4001 9 30 a m
Worship Service 11,00 a, al. Evening Service 6 00 p. m
Vesper Service 5:00 p. m CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST .-
"COLDWATER Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
SundaY Selwol . 10Morning Services 11130a. m. 45 a m
Evening Services 6.00p m ST. LEO CATHOLIC ,....4...
-CHURCHFAITH BAPTIST Sunday Mass 8 a in, 11 a m . 4. 30p m
Morning Worship .11 : 00 4, m.. Saturday Mass 6.30 p. Iii. -
p-. m 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Evening Worship 6:30 
. LOCUST GROVE SERVICES
Morning Worship 11,00a. m. Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray. Ky .. Sun-
Evening Worship 7 00 p. in days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL Wednesday 8 p. m
Sunday School 10.00 AN'S WITNESSES
Fertile
r•--AEI .gtibil farmers
fertile soil if they
have plOor.soil they
it before they can




portant to you. then
-A first step -in meeting
church or synagogue.
-. right. God will find
and gardener« know that they
expect to have abundant crops.
know that they must fertilize
expect to have a good crop.
in God. Belief in.God cannot
to receive Him. Ikhat can 'VDU
flint' - Ffirm. yawmuht litilwaridY•
Money can be 'a God. If this is
you 'arc not ready to receive
God W Tr.-Mar attendanre
If the conditions of your

















46 . Bible Study
Morrung Worship - 
' 10-00 a . m. Worship Servi-4111-Wice 0 CID a m 2nd -Sunda"-y-
11 -Ma in. 11 80 a m Oh Sunday Sunday School tO 00





Monwig Services ' 10 45. m
Sunday School 1000.. in, Worship Service ' BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED S.30 a----in.
f 00 st. m. every other Sunday 1st & 3rd Sunday
NORTH MASAN? GROVE - Evening 7 pop ni.
Sunday School r 9 - 450 m _ 2nd & 44h Sunday .. 11 00a in
Worship Service 11 00 a in No Evening Worship
OAR GROVE einnt UNITED
1100 a m. Lst & 3rd Sunday 010a m Sunday School 10- 
Worslup Services
•
11a, m . 7p n't. bid & 4th Sunday 9 304 in
E'dentng - • -.7.. _. _ . .. .5 QQ12,321-'• •
• SOU111 PLEASANT GROVE'
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 10 00a fn
Morning Worship II 00. m Morning Worship . 11 0011 in
Evening Worship 7 00p in Evening 7 00 p m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED .
(lurch School
....i0,4Se. in- - Sunday School 
9 45a m
• Wareing Some* - • 
' 9.30 a m. Morning Worship
- - 141 4en 44« •a: m
Morning Worship 11 00 a. in WatchtonejrEl"! - 1030a. m
Bible Lecture 9:30a. on
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAIM'S CHAPEL A.M.A. -Sunday: School io :00 a. M. Worship Services 11 Ma m , 7,00p.m.
Preaching 11 -00 a.m. &6:01) p.m. S7. JOHN'S EPISCOPALWednesday night 7 : 0015 m. ' Worship Hour 9,45a_m
SPRING CREEK thurch School 11.00a. In
BAPTIST CHURCH IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m SURday School 9.15 a. m
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m . Morning Worship 10:30f rn








Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. Main I Industrial Rd. 753-7111




-For The Complete look"
Dixieland Center 753-7598
Central
- - ---- - I-
Shopping ROSES 753-7175
Center









7Q4 Chestnut St l'rukr %ew Management 7$3.2997
Boyd's Auto Repair
Garnets, 110'0-Owner
- Complete Airtematic Transmission Service
- Front End Alignment
- Complete Tinte-Up & Repair Service -
753-1751
Radiator L Auto Glass Service Sycamore
Kentucky fried
"It's Finger lickin'

















Coin-AMCII American J eep
Horeet-taleteder•Gremlie-Jeep-Pecer Worm
Top Civility Used Cars
106 Coistwater Rd. Plaine 7534448
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
- South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
. Member FDIC




•Bowiing A t Its Best *
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
....i A.B.C.•• ,_ ,
r•-•e- Hears 6:4S e:on. to 511.-ivES Dees '




1606 Ryan Ave., Murray r . • --7-53-8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block I of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT





MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
• .,--•.... 
' T.V. & Appliance
whirlpool Sales 8 Service Quasar
o
.`.-__.tvicy- Fancy Plants ,
'",• -:,--, .....7....
YOU, Plant 8. Wictser:7 41iterog ,
--/ • Zit.'
--T - 1-- • Headquarters






Uncle lens shopping Center • 753-3037
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal











Bel-Air Center Open 9-9
Ac.res of MSat.Frq Parking l-6_Sust. - -
Shop For The
753-8777
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
1
"For All Year fertifiter Needs' 








401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
Go To' :', urch Sundak,- 
--,
Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing-Heating
& Air Conditioning ;
.'•tosiiiiieigigi • Residential
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8 Delivery
Open 6:30 ieni Close 11.00 p rn
Sunday Op.. 0-0011 re Close -10 00 p in
;oath 17th Phone /53913
,





Randy Thornton Service Co.
.Air Centioning-Neatmg-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVKE Ttl.ROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
.•Big John's
Home of Quality, I conovny ellb
L Selections
Open 7 Days
7 in. to 12 Midnight
The Little • Toys 8 Gifts




1.1, Llt POW*" VOV •
Let us Entertain You
.
vt Murray
no MUNILAY 1111IATIIS Theatres
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic t
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens .
Jerry D. lonts, Denied A. kiwis end terry Sdite«, («wirers
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service,
641 North -- 753-2654
Word-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 M apl e Phone 753-1713 ,
.
Provide Breokfast, IAincheons, Dinners











Your Complete The Servke Center
For Passenger-Teuck S. Fenn Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
ShirIey's Florist IL
Garden Center
F7D Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944
.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
MC Ai Sheepesq Crater
Jack & Jill Day Care Center
.11111e McAlister-Owner.
y. •goes 2 r to 5 yrs Nee 0:30e... to S pse










Tom Andrews - Your Host
We are romans specials Daily, Mee. Hwe Thews.
Fri.. SM., Son. - Tibiae Steak Special
14e 1796 frt. 641 -Cal in Os-do-1t. 753-4419
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
SION -GRAIN DIVI 
-CornHighest Cash Prices for ,
Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mc E W . Outland. Supt
Phone 753-0720
- -W-ist Ky. Rural Telephone
Gltn B Sears, Gen. Manager
&styles Groves, Calloway Mershon, Cerfisle («smiles in Ry end
Henry Co., Tam.
753 4351 or 247-4350
. Kenlake Marina
J.W. WftHAM - MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS




Se, roma Forte i(1111/1..1 Sante 1918
indostrial Rd 753 7674
S.
ft-.. Hit lautuv,Iy., MOIR & Mtn, Itiday, 'Amory 4.1W
litinoii-State Pulls Major Upset
By Edging Nevada Las-Vegas
-
_ By KEN RAPPOPORT
4 AP Sports Writer
Jerry Tarkanian may have
-to change-4ut mind -- abolit
,playing lead garnet. He
'certainly will have to live with
his words, at the very least.
Earlier in the week, the
coach of the Nevada-Las
Vegas basketball team ex-
pressed a passion for .playing
games away from home with
this bold statement: To me,
the greatest thrill is going into
tp.üfl_the road_ where
-everybody's screaming for
• (AM Tizis.e7:Iffid-Sliekiiiirlit to
them."
However. the thrill was gone
for Tarkanjan Thursday night
after his fourth-ranked Rebels
v.ere stunned 88-84 by Illinois
.State at NormaLILL_
—rthiratthrerovo-taratsin -
awe," said Tarkanian, sud-
denly revising his views about
the road.. It was the noisiest
, place I've ever been in.". •
Perhaps-- the- rtfar-of- the
crowd . had something tO..do
with his team's' downfall, but-
the real culprit was the
Rebels' inability to keep a step
•• aticad-of the flying Redbirds.
We did not --Control - the
tempo of the game,"
Id( Ikailidu said. lilinoisState
. did. We played at their speed,
If we are not controlling the






way to get it is by -rebounding
and we don't rebound well.
"ISU played an outstanding
game. We have Infi excuses.
We made a couple of runs at
Mimi? but- they aeon, folded:
Their killed us on the boards.
Our big people are not that
strong."
Obviously, Tarkanian thinks
his team is not that good,
either.
"I think we're overrated,"
he reflected.





Indiana_ 89-84; No. 15
Providence nipped Rhode
Island 67-66; No. 16 Clemson
defeated Cleveland State -77-
55; Na. 17 Syracuse -walloped
Buffalo State 100-63, and No.
18 Purdue outscored Nor-
thwestern 92-85.
Forward Bill Lewis paced
Illinois State's balanced at-
tack with 21 points as the
Redbirds snapped. Nevada-






Tigers Face Crucial Game Tonight.
Tonight is a key point in the season for the
Murray High Tigers.
The Tigers will journey to Hopkinsville to
take on.highlylegarded Christian _County,
which has been ranked among the top 10 in
-the state for most (tithe season.
To say Christian County has a lot of talent
is about as much as an understatement as it
would be to say Billy Carter has a little
fondness for beer.
With the one-two punch of All-Staters
Mike Reese did Curtis Parker, the colonels
have to be considered as the favorites for the
game tonight.
But...
Murray High may be starting to peak.
After their disgusting loss at Fulton County
a week ago, the Tigers have bounced back
with twn very improrsi VP winc-
The Tigers made easy work of ripping
apart Calloway County Saturday then this
past Tuesday; Murray chewed up highly-
regarded Cairo Senior.
As Cary Miller has said all season, he does
not really have a starting five. He has more
like a starting seven. And if he has to, he can
even go deeper than seven. -
Christian County will be the most physical
club the-Tigers have met this season, much
more physical than the Syinsonia- club which
whipped the Tigers in early December.
Junior forward Frank Gilliam must have
a good game. And so must the Tiger guards,
Raymond Sims and Bill McHugh. If the
Tigers are not hitting from the outside, the
odds are Christian County Will win big.
--- Rut-if the-Tiger-guards-are -hitting and- --Though the-ftacerstost-at Austin Pearast
Gilliam is able to work inside off the of- Saturday, there still should be a he crowd _
on hand tomorrow night for the Eastern -
Kenturky game__
And as we've said before, the larger and
noisier the crowd, the better.
Tomorrow night will be special for a
couple Of -reasons. First of all, there will be
some recrultS in, one ftomtalifornia.
Also, freshman guard Lenny Barber's
parents will be coming in all the way from
Trenton, New _Jersey. - -
So if you have nothing to do Saturday and
-if you haven't seen the Racers play this
season, come on out for what should be a
heck of a game.




















Authorized Muth Bender Center
, BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
Region if they play superb ball. With Perry
in the lineup, Murray High should win the
Region.
Perry has made great improvement, both—
in his mental attitude alid his basketball
ability. He plays with little emotion but yet,
he is steady and strong. He's passing off the
ball and fitting well into the "teamwork"
plan Miller_ has emphasized all season.
Andrea Perry can play with the likes of
Parker and Reese. And if he wants to, he can
jay with anyone In the state- And so.can.
Raymond Sims and Lindsey Hudspeth and
on down the line.
Murray High is a good club. They may not
know how good they are. And even after
tonight, -they still May not kif6'w. Because
it's tough to win at Christian County. But-if
then look for the Tigers to start riding tall in
the saddle in the First Region.
A win • tonight would serve as great
momentum for the tough schedule ahead.
After tonight, the Tigers have road games
at Marshall County and at Hickman County.
Then it's home for the final four games of
the season against a vastly-improved
Mayfield club, a rugged Symsonia team, a
good Todd County club and then of course, a
rematch with Fulton County in the regular
season finale.
So tonight may well be the night that could
send the Tigers into high gear. '
fensive boards, then Murray High is. very
well capable of beating the Colonels at
Christian County.
This will be the first major test for Murray
High. -
Syrnsonia is a good elub, yes, but let's face
it; they aren't in the Category of Christian
County. And Fultim County? Well, we won't
say anything other than sometimes things
like that happen.
Perhaps the key for Murray will be how
long and how well e411,2 Andrea perry plays.
Without Perry In the lineup, the Tigers are
a good club and are capable of winning the
Racer Notes
Former Tilghman Star Named
As Coach Of Atlanta Falcons
ATLANTA (AP) — Leeman
Bennett, who wants "to bring
a winning team to Atlanta in
the shortest amount of _time,"
takes over as head -coach of
the National Football League
Falcons with a, five-year
contract in which to complete
his goal.
"I've seen poor programs
and strong-programs and I've
learned the difference," said
Bennett, an ossietant coach
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining loom with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake end soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining
for the Los Angeles Rams
before getting the Falcons' job
Thursday. "I'm convinced I
know what it takes to get a
good program going."
Bennett, 38, a former
quarterback-defensive back
at the University of Kentucky,.
was named coach by newly
appointed Falcons General
Manager Eddie LeBaron.
"I looked at various efforts
done and narrowed it down to
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.
BURT: 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12'.30-7 and 5:30-8 PM SUNDAY
Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA
a very narrow field," said
LeBaron, who until Wed-
nesday had a lucrative 'Las
Vegas law practice. !'We have
a five-year contract — a
package that will make filth
one of the highest paid
coaChes in the league."
The amount of the contract
was not disclosed, although it
was rumored at $400,000 for
the five-year period.
Rams Coach Chuck Knox
fell Bennett's appointment as.
Atlanta head coach was "quite
a compliment to our
program."
"I'm very happy for
Leeman and his family for his
opportunity to coach in
Atlanta," said Knox. "He's
done an outstanding job for us
with our receivers, and last
year he, called all of our of-
fensive plays and was out-
standing at that."
Bennett, named to lead the
Falcons after Dallas assistant
Dan Reeves turned down the
job, rejected suggestions that
he was a second choice.
"From my conversation
with Eddie LeBaron and .
others in the Falcon
organization, it is my un-
derstanding -that Reeves





"Dan's used to the Dallas
practice fields and . office
setup," said LeBaron. '
LeBaron and _Bennett
replace Pat Peppier, .the
Falcons' former .general
manager who alio *as named
head coach when Marion
Campbell was fired last
season. Peppier was hired as
assistant general manager of











The policy of Rose a le to nom groovy
advertised Wein Mock If ter some un.
avoideble meson Me advaresed mar
chandlies Snot In gawk Rom e
saps a mei dm* on MOOR 4,4, cwi
be used to purchase the merchandise
Ihe side once Own the merchandise
s rmludie. or cornoifsble nter
dwidiate ell be .otteted at a corn
Plerabta redtcsal price I. the honest
attention of Rose's to back op our
policy of -Saastsclion Guaranteed
Aaneys
ROSE'S SKIM. oic
• • • • • • • r 'or, • • • r • r•ir • • • • • ;
Shopping at Roses means
savings - Always has, always will
100% NYLON
-PANTY HOSE
Fest PRA% RAW 3
stretch panty



























8" x 10" FRAMED
PICTURES
Landscapes or still Ides
surrounded by 2-inch
ScOltd-ped- Or ernbrossea wood
frames Bare walls come alive
x only
•
3 CASE Bawer Aspen to,f•St own r •Ii•f

























Necklaces. bracelets and earnngs in 2 1
-feeson colors and bold, modern designs--
Colorful accents for any wardrobe
MEN'S
SWEATERS
Values To 9.97 4
Values to 12.87
$
Values to 15.97 
8







































.11011ry holds heir SPECIAL
WNW- Rain - hir AbsEs
at day test wt I I PRICE
oz
Perfect for after school snacks .
-* 10 BAR CANDY BAGS•
Ten regular size bars per bag
-Choose your tavortte - Pay Day, But-
ternut, Zero, or Milk Shake Each










Lign/wInliT• yet sturdy phsttc 1 13gel gar
baps cans nen meld-end ede LAI hock hen
dles keep odor trorn Rican.% con
black he
•.,_
What you need at Savings
KITCHEN UTENSILS
Select small hamburger or -pan cake-
turner, tine fork. stoned or basting
spoon, 2' 2" strainer, masher or
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Mike Muff Doesn't Mind His
Reputation As 'Garbage-Man'
miyitinc.E BRAND9N -
t:edger & Times Sports Editor
Since the opening of
basketball season, there has
been a one-man garbage
collection agency in operation
at Murray State University.
Thousands of people watch
as this one man collects the
garbage and they cheer him
with enthusiasm 'as he goes
about his work. -
This new garbage collector
turned 21-years-old this past
Tuesday. His future is looking
bright. • • •
You see, the kind of garbage-
Mike Muff collects is the kind
-that gives him four years of
free college and a chance to
lay professional basketball.
Mike Muff is a garbage man
alright.' And because of his
garbage, the Murray State
University basketball team is
in the running tot the *Ohio
Valley Conference cham-
pionship.
In simple terms, a garbage
. man in basketball is the guy
who picks up a loose ball, bulls
Way to thetailierand puts
in two points.
A garbage man is a guy who
Li always in the right place at
the riht time.
"Idon't mind the image of
being a garbage playef. I
started-c011114-- iftY Stir -
before anybody did," Muff
• to Pensacoloa Junior College top our or  j or  
said. a
"When I was in junior
college, I was supposed to be a
sh9oter. I'd shoot 25 or 30 shots
a game. But at Murray, we
have other guys who can shoot
and I respect them for their
talent. So I've learned to male
.sonie adjustments and am
now ble_ 02 We ..111Y strength
inside."
The biggest adjustment tor
Muff came in his first six
weeks' atMurray.
The son of a construction
worker and one of seven
children in his family, Mike
Muff grew up in Fort Wayne,
thar-Thdhuts.itt the coo-own- prograhr-and- -1-knew-Pen-
the
STRONG SUIT-Mike Muff's strong suit is inside the lone,
where he goes in here for two points at Austin Peay Saturday.
Muff, who takes pride in being labeled as a "garbage" player,
is averaging over 17 points a game for the Racers.
(Staff 'bites by Mite lininibie)
his high school career, he went
visite,d Michigan. My grades
weren't too tough and I
decided I'd better go to junior
college and due to some under-
the-table stuff, Jordan went to
Purdue."
In the spring of his senior
year, he played in the Ken-
tucky-Indiana All-Star game
ad was matched up against
Kentucky prep stars Kenny
Higgs, Jack GlvenS -ant
James Lee. In both games,
Muff scored eight points and
in both games, the Indiana All-
Stars won.
"I wanted to go to a junior
college that had a strong
five uni college
in Florida. clubs in the nation."
"There was always At Pensacola, he was the
-something geinuett. .pen.- leading scorer for _two years-
sacoloa. On Sundays, And when it came time to go
trainur-Year scheol,-en of
I'd never really been around the recruiters who had been
small towns until I came to knocking his door-down when
Murray. he was in high school were
"There weren't- -many
places to go and I didn't know
anyone here. It was tough for
me. At first, I was so
depressed I wanted to go
home recruiter at Murray State
'-'Then I began to meet some university.
1 • Th Id Calvin had coached high
back hot on the trail.- - any more goals? - -
During his sophomore year. :Oh yeh," he grinned. Association victory over the
at Pgnsacolk Muff learned "I'lp hoping for a good, used Heuston Rockets. '
that Jim Calvin was the Audi and a couple of thousand "I think 1 proved, myself
assistant coach and head dollars." again," Layton said, referring
Now why in the world would to his good start earlier in the
Mike Muff want that? season. :1 think I gave Red
Well- you see, before he 1Coach Red Holzman) more
take me into their homes and I school ball at East Noble, Ind., becomes. a pro ballplayer, he confidence in my game
. .4oitiay.,-atlitilla.-Icani-PlaWsilmlaDs-for the more.. tt111.t..t: ____ - _. _ _,_ 
.With some new friends and Wayne Northrop every -year: iminectratc--fatu re ... like . However. Holzman may not 
with the start of practice, I
found myself too busy to
worry about being lonely. -
"Murray's alright. Now that
I've adjusted, I really like this
place," Muff added. •
Muff was destined to be a
_basketball player. .Be began
'playing organized ball in the
fourth grade and by the time
he was a freshman at Nor-
thrup-Migh • School .in -Fort
Wayne, he stood 6-3 and was a
starter on the varsity.
His senior year, he was
regarded as one of the top
players in the nation. His team
went on to win the State
Tournamentand he received
offers from about every
college you can name.
One of his high school
teammates was Walter
Jordan, Who ts now .star at
Purdue.
"Everyone wanted us to go
to the same school," Muff
said.
'.."After the State Tour-
nament was oveg. we both
the same weekend andwent
Classic lines.
Streamlined.
Twenty-eight years ago when the
Beetle firsi appeorecl, people-laughed
at. its lines. After o while they Stopped
laughing and new lines formed.
Lines to buy Beetles. That famous
c- t;trvecl shape, become o closstc in its time
But times have
Changed and so have
Volkswagens.
Today the.R06bit
with its sloping front
The Rabbit
One& the new genercitionVolkswagens.
And it was Jim Calvin who got
Mike Muff to come to Murray
State.
"Murray is in a good con-
ference but the' OVC just
didn't have the top players.
But that's changing. The
groap _of people we have at
Murray this season are as
good as you can recruit-
, anywhere.
,''More and more high•school
and-junior college ballplayers
are hearing more about the
OVC. It's not going to be long
before the OVC is a very
strong conference," -Muff
predicted.
When the season began at
Murray, Muff wasted little _
time in showing his talent. •
By early December, he was
already considered as one of
the best players in the OVC:-.
-"You can't do just one thing
in college ball, You have to be
able to shoot, to rebound and
to play defense. It's like I said,.
here I respect the other_
players , because of their
talent.
-- "I really -TuiVe a lot of
_respect, for Grover Woolard
halt Every year, I get better
and I get smarter on the court.
That's why I really hope
Grover makes it big. If he
does, he can bring some
recognition to our school and
help the rest of us who want to
play pro ball.
"MY' goal is to be one of the
top three or four players in.the
conference. You take the top BVThe Associated Press
- three or fuer, players In ever --------Waft ----Vrazier and Earl
conference and they're going Monroe may not have been
always the 'first people the
scouts look at. 
ready , to_ play for _the . New
was.
York Knicks, but Mo Layton
to get a chance. They -are
"Next year, I want to be the Layton, who until Thursday
night was spending more timebest in the conference. And
.thou.doesna-,,,.. eamea) „„„n - -4tivelte-Knickei bench-their on-
'Matti° be the leading scorer the playinrfloor, w inserted
either. ,There's more to the into the starting lineup when
game than just that one ' injuriessoionre  sidelined Frazier and
column"
This season. :111410--- --lig -.-LaYtan_Lmas- -booed- -by The
averaging 17.8 pants per Knicks fans when his name
game, which lasees-forn-anra--Twas-lintionnced as a. starter,
in the league. He ranks 11th in but he left the crowd cheering
rebounds with an 8.3 average, later after collecting 19 points
Besides pro ball, are there and 12 assists in New York's
108-90 National -Basketball
6-9 senior guard) because
• he's such a brilliant shooter._
Everybody on Our club has to
shoot and we all have to learn
when it is our duty to shoot and
when it is our duty to pass off
or do something else that fits
in with the offensive plan.
"I really went-to play pro
is designed for less wind resistance and
better visibility.
" On the inside it makes the most of
every available inch. 4n loc. -87% of kite
nterior is devoted to room. Like legroom.
het:erupt- d Cargo room.
Wlio knows, in---
years to come, our
Rabbi? Moy Very- %We











W L Pct. GB
Philphia 30 18 .625
NY Knits. _23 25 .479 7
Boston 23 27 .460 8
Buffalo 17 31 .354 11
NY Nets-- - 14 34 .292 IF,
Central Division
Washton 27 20 .574
Houston 26 21 .553 :
Cleve- 26. 2T .553 :
S Anton 26 24 .520 2,1
N Or1ns 23 28 .451 6
Atlanta-- HI- 33- ---.366--- WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 33 15 .688
Detroit 29 22 .569 5'2
Kan City f 27. 5 .519 8
Indiana 73 28 .451 11'1
Chicago _21 29 .420 13
MilwIree 15 39 .278 21
Pacific Division
-Los Ang - - 33 If 173
Portland 35 18 .660
.Goldn St. . 26 23 .531 7
Seattle 27 24 .529 7
Phoenix 23..25 .473
Thursday's Results
NY )(Flicks 108, Houston 9c
Atlanta 100, Buffalo -98.
. Portland 107, Indiana 98
Chicago 107, San Antonio 98
New Orleans 105, Golder St
99
Friday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston
Indiana at Buffalo
. New York Nets at Ph 11a
delphia
Denver at Detroit
Cleveland at Kansas Say




New YorkKnicks at Hototun




Los Angeles at Philadelph:a
New .Yotit Nets at Cleveland
Houston at fiew Orleans
New York Knicks at San An-
tonio
Kansat City at Detroit
Chicago at Inchand
• Denver at Phoenix
Milwaukee at Seattle
Murray State after she
becomes Mrs. Muff.
Mike Muff will continuç to
play basketball at Muray
State And he'll continue ,his
roleas-the garbage man on the. . _ _,..... . _ _ _ -
club. . .
But with his additional role
of a -husband, he'll have one
more duty: he'll hdVe to take
- out the garbage.'
August 6 • - have needed the good per-
That's the.day"When he arid formance to restore his
his fiance, Carolyn Williams_ confidence in Layton. In fact,
of Pensacola, will become he wasn't even surprised.
"This afternoon I watched
films of the last time we
_played Houston. and Mo did a
man and wife.
Carolyn will be arriving in
Murray today to watch Mike
play Saturday night against real decent defensive job on
Eastern Kentucky and Calvin Murphy. He was going
Monday . against Morehead. to -play no matter what,"
, •She is - majoring in Holzman said,
elementary educntion_and will The Knicks grabbed 27-20. .
finish her last year ofschooi-at-- -1€44.orfiW-efie-fitilerteer end
Increased the margin to 59-44
at, the half due mainly to the
work of Layton and backcourt
partner Butch Beard.e..—
However: the guards were.
nol the only stars for the
Knieks..Foward Bob McAdoo
scored 30 _points and center
Torn McMillen had 18.
Bulls 107, Spurs 98
'Norm Van Lier and Wilbur
(mt RR tl LEDGEtt TimEs)
PORTS
Layton Makes Boos Turn Into
Cheers As He Sparks Knicks
Holland each scored 24 points,
leacling Chicago over San
Antonio. The victory wat only
the Bulls' fifth in 26 road
outings and broke the Spurs'
four-game home winning
streak.
May scored 14 points and
Artis
panda for Chicago.
Hawks 100, Braves 98
Atlanta's John Drew sank a
10-foot jumper with three
seconds -to --play,- giving -the
Hawks their victory over
Buffalo. Ken Charles set up
Drew's clincher by hitting a
short jumper with 34 seconds
to play.
• With 11 Seconds left-Charles
stole a Braves' inbound pass,
lost it to Buffalo's Randy
Smith, and Drew stole it back
andput in the winning Out.
Trail Blazers 107, Pacers
Maurice Lucas scored 35
points, including 26 in the first -
half, as Portland defeated
Indiana. The Trail Blazers,
playing without injured center
Bill Walton, broke open the
1Knie in the s'eond period,
outscoring the Pacers 42-15 for
a 64-32 halftime lead.
Jazz 105, Warrtors 99
The outside shooting of
forward- -Nate --- Williams and-
guard James McElroy, who
scored individual season highs
of 26 points apiece, carried
New Orleans over Golden
State. Pete Maravich, the.
NBA's leading st.ol el, added '-
23 points as New Orleans
broke. its 11-game road losing
streak.
BIG SAVINGS
...On Case Con.struction Equipment!







See Them Today At:
McKeel EquipmentCo. Inc.
503 Walnut l502 ) 753-3062 Murray, Ky.
lomBimmmomme
II New.... All New...
E-AllNew chefs, menus and service
designed especially to cater to
your needs and wishes.
Completely under new monagement(ownership)
&ginning Wednesday, February 2nd, Lire
Entertainment 4 Nights Weekly?
- -For yoiir dining and dancing pleasure-
:While listeninglo this fine entertainment, enjoy
Ithe ultimate in fine dining in our beautiful
i"Grand Ricers Room".
1. • Monday and Tuesday are Spaghetti Nights
tA Wednesday select from our Delicious Buffet'•
Thursduy, enkty our_tine_Senfood
• Friday, Saturday and Sunday order from a tho;ce of
menus in our Harbour House
"Touch of Class!?
1 Appearing Wednesday thru Saturday in the "Grand Rivers
,Room" for your dining and danc-ing 01e-0Sure: Performing
a votiety of music from Country-We9ern to Roden Roll.






-) vow .sltattgri lu-
'2 Mile South of Ky. Dam On U.S. Hwy. 641,
Gilbertsville; Kentucky , '
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Tennessee To Launcli Second
Half Of Conference Season
l'hiwitsaeoioted nos _ „,
Tennessee, ranked 11th
nationally and clinging to a
one-game lead in the
Southeastern Conference
basketball race, launches the ,
second half of the conference
season Saturday with a
regionally televised battle at.,
Auburn.
"We've always seemed to
play Tennessee- close," said
Coach Bob Davis, who has'
een Auburn struggle through






  ..... -. Won Box _ -- . ............ - - Al , zi
Corvette _Lanes 42  30
--.• Dennison Hunt 40 12
Bank of Murray 4I7 32
Jokuison's Gra. 39 33
Jerry's Restaurant 38 34
Peoples Bank 37's 34k:
Murray Ins 35`a 362
_ lisispital Alarm,* 35 37
-Murray Theaters 34'i 27t:
• Sturleys 32.-! M't
Para Use Kennels 32 40
• Murray-Calloway Heap. 28 44
Dixie Cream Donuts V 45
.. High Team Game i SG i
Beauty Box 830
Johnson's Gro 791
-J -FieautBo i x 777





Dennison-Hunt. . . _ . .. .. . .. , 1002
High Team Series ( SC i -.
Beauty Box , 2352
Johnson's Gro =15
Dennison-Hunt ' 2023
High Team Series (.4C)
Beauty Box *2976
Johnson's Gro 2968
Bank of MmTay- • -• 2423
High Ind. Game (SC)
Mary Harris MO











Zandra Barrow .. 484
High Ind. Series (HC) ,.
Vicki McClard 651
- <' Sandy Tabers 640.....- •
Zandra Barrow 631
se4ssin oiler being Ricked to
contend for a high finish.
The Vols have arrived at the
midway mark----with a 9-0
conference record. They have
won 13 of their last 14 games -
dropping a decision to UCLA
last Sunday to end a 12-game
winning string. -
Kentucky, ranked No. 3, is
second in the SEC race with an
8-1 record, and eighth-ranked
Alabama, winner of three
straight league titles,is third
The Tennessee-Auburn -I. College Scores
game is set for a 4:10 p.m. By The Associated Press
*EST tipoff and 'will be - EAST - --
televised by NBC-TVS. • Army 60, Penn St 56
Providence 67, Rhode Island
Kentucky, unbeaten on the 66 •
road but twice beaten at Scranton 52, Drew 47
home, returns tails-own-court- - -Syracuse -108,-Iituffalo
to • take On Vanderbilt and Temple 73. Manhattan,51
Alabama visits Louisiana SOUTH
State. Other action Saturday Clemson 77, Cleveland St 55
has Mississippi State at Duquesne 84, DePaul 72
Johns Hopkins 77, Ursinus 56Mississippi in the only other
Kentucky swept thriiiiitrone
Of the SEC's toughest road
trips last weekend with vic-
tories over Alabama and
Mississippi State. - a trip
Tennessee still faces.
Coach Joe Hall of Kentucky
said those victories pushed the
Wildcats right back into the




-g.ane-and-Ftmicketietert'aing'- -Creighton 93, Cal-Irvine 71-
Georgia. Illinois 42, Wisconsin 72
The Monday night phase Of nlinois St 88, Nevada-Las
the weekend activity has Vegas "Michigan .ana 84 -V
Tennessee at Florida, Georgia Purdue 92, Northwestern 85
at Auburn-, Alabama at Ole S Dakota St 79, Morningside
Mist and Mississippi Stare al - 75  es.
I-SU. Kentucky steps out of the Wichita St 75. Drake 65
conference to take on Florida'- - - siyoTHwEST -
State at Louisville and Van- SW Texas 87, Texas A&I 82
derbilt has an open date.
Tennessee beat Auburn 87-
79 and Florida 92-82 in their
earlier meetings in Kdcixville.
But, this has not been a par-
ticularly successful road trip
for the Vols since Coach Ray
Mears took command in 1962.
The Vols hold a 6-5 edge at
Auburn, but have lost the last
two. Tennessee has won four
of its last five battles at
Florida to trim the Gator lead
FAR WEST
Air Force 70, Cal-Santa Bar-
bara 62
Black Hills St 65, Dakota St
61
Idaho St 77, N Arizona 76
New Mexico 73, Colorado St64 
Pacific 73. Long Beach St 69
UCLA 75, Washington 65
Washington St 67, Southern
Cal 65
Weber St 68, Boise St 51
Wyoming 62, Tex-El Paso 59,
OT
Wanda Brown  
Lois Smith 
Marge•Hinman 










LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Denny Crum, the coach of the
University of I Auinville's
basketball . team, is a
magnanimous sort. He's not
concerned with avenging last
year's losses, just in winning
this year's games.
If he were interested in
revenge, he'd have plenty of
opportunity -this- weekend;
when-his ninth-ranked Car-
dinals meet, on consecutive
days, the two teams that did
the most to ruin Louisville's
other team from Kentucky
I'm waiting for, and I'm sure
they're waiting for us because
we beat them last year in the
Metro (tournament).
• 'Louisville is our biggest
rival, it's the team we point to
every year. Cincinnati is
getting that way, but ever
since .I've been here, it has
been Louisville, Louisville,"
Reed said!" -
Reid added that the Tigers
• will have abetter idea of how
good they - are after --The
confrontation "because
vile is the only team




32-game winning streak_on • Despothe_
the .line against Metro-7 talent on Louisville, 15-2,







,eSAtate, whidehl,11.ed n m20 foer 
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Once the Cardinals get past ,
Senior guard*Joe Hassett
'leads Providence, 18-2, with
an 18.7 point per game
average.















The Calloway County Junior High Basketball Tournament
will begin Monday afternoon at 4 p.m. in Jeffrey Gym-
nasium..• 
Iiithe opening onteat, the East Calloway girls will playthe
NOTtli Calloway girls then at-approximately 5:30 p.m., the
Southwest Calloway boys will take on the East Calloway
boys.•
Finals in the tourney will begin at noon on Saturday,
February 12.
The Southwest girls will play the winner of the East-North
game for the championship. Then at approximately 1:30 on
-Februm* 12, the North boys Will Play the. East-Southwest
winner for the championship.
Also, the cheerleaders from the schools will be in com-
petition.
Admission will be $1.50 for adults and one dollar for Studen-
ts.
the Tigers, they'll meet a
Providence squad on Sunday
that has _an.even longer
winning streak -14 games. •
Last year, Memphis State
destroyed • the Cardinals'
,hopes of reaching the NCAA
playoffs by winning 87-76 in
the semifinal round of what




Louisville, out of the NIT in
New York with a 73-67 victory.
Crum' Said Thursday that his
squad doesn't need -any
special motivation for this
weekend's games,- especially
fgEi_h_c_. one:. against Memphis.
State, which is tilk4inly team
to beat a Crum-coached
Louisville team twice here.
"We've always had a good
-rivalry--1-and vie -don't need-
revenge to play them welli"
said a flu-weakened Crum.




State, 18-3, as "a big and very
talented team with six' or -
-seveirguys• wlio--c-art- score 20--
points against you, They're
capable of beating anybody."
The Tigers are led by
Dexter Reed, a 6-foot-4 guard,
who leads the team in scoring -
with a 17.5 point average;
John "Tree"-Washington. a 6--










Tin Limes 49 27
Corvette Lanes 48 28




IFtib Shack 38 38
Untouchables 37 39
Gene's Body Shop 35(-,
Lucky Strikers 25 51
Dyn-O-Mites 24 51,7
Head Pins 73 53




High Team Game i /ICI
4 Corvette Lanes 821
bombes sce
Untouchable! 807.











Toby Allot  216
Lyman Dixon 211
Women
Pat Scott  201
• - fifildred-Hot- ....








Was $18,200 Now $16,500
Several NEW 1975 Models
At Special Discount Prices
Free with Some Units
Washer or Dryer or TV Game
or 200 Gallons Gas with Gas Unit





Hours 8:30 a. m. 6:00 p. fn. Mon-Sat





Sweat 2 1 4 5-12
Murray . 12 8 14 23-57
Southwest (12) - Capps 5, Stanley 1,
Stone 3, Calhoun, Miller, Gibson, Olive,
Erwin and Harrington. Southwest now 3-
Ion season.
Murray (57) - Jackson 13, Jones 3,
Alexander 5, Morgan 13, Washer 19,
Foster 2, Hood 2, Smith, Swift, Wright,
Horning, Brandon, Thompson, Cogchll










Terry Undedall  217
High Ind. Series (SC .,
Pat Scott 
Men
Toby Aller  587
Virgil Setser 575






















Ron Pace . . ..... .
• Women
























S'west 4 11 6 16-37
Murray  16 4 13 8-41
Southwest ( 37 - McCuiston 18,
Colson 2, McAlister 8, Butterworth 3,
Starks 2, Holsapple 4 and Rutland.
South west now 5-2 on season.
---Murray 440 - Crittenden 2, Bar-
4, Samagado 2, SChanbacher 2,
kl=T7, Sims 12, Bradshaw 2, Bum-
plus and Morton. Roberts had 13 reboun-
tts_for Murray. Murray closes its season
witt04 record.
'77 HIP CJ-7 - has all the
traditional ruggedness of the
CJ-5 but with even more con-
venience.
'77 MATADOR Coupe - The. _
distinclive mid:Size that corn-
-bines style, comfort, -and-six-
cylinder economy:
4
'77 GREMLIN - The fun little
car that started the small car
revolution.
'77 JEEP Cherokee - America's
versatile 4 wheel drive family
Itm.  machine 
$253w Rebate
Pacer-Pacer Wagon-Hornet Wagon
Now Through March 10, 1977
Don't waste any more time. Come in now and save 253.00,
and compare for yourself.
There's More To An AMC
- Cain's AMC, Jeep,
806 Coldwater Road - 753-6448
The Following Financial




Our Opening Hours will be
Monday through Thursday
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Friday- 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Until the Emergency is Relieved




Federal Savings And Loan
Murray Branch
_ ' """'"'rv"••71"•,••••
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Administration Looking To
Unemployment Figures For
Effects Of Winter Weather
WASHINGTON ( AP) The
Carter administration and
Congress are looking to the
latest unemployment figures
for clues on the economic
impact of the severe winter
weather across much of the
nation.
Government estimates of
the number of Americans
forced out of work by the
weather range as high as 1.5
million, but nobody knows for
sure.
The January employment
statistics, sch,eduled to be
released by the Labor
Department today, woald not
tell the whole story, however,
since they were gathered in
early January, before the
worst impact of the weather
had been felt.
John W. Kendrick, chief
Commerce Department
economist, said the January
increase" in unemployment.
The full weather impact
may show up in the February
statistics.. •
In December, the Labor
Department said total em-
ployment was at a new high of
88.4 million, • while unem-
ployment declined by 210,000
to 7.6 million.
One million unemployed
adds about 1 per cent -to -the
nation's unemployment- rate,
unless offset by gains
elsewhere.
If the jobless rate does rise
sharply in February, it is
likely to increase demands in
Congress that Carter's $31.2
billion economic stimulus
program be enlarged to
compensate people for their
weather-related losses.
Members of the Carter
Cabinet are also finding
themselves taking opposing
ons on the Issue.
Commerce Secretary
Juanita Kreps said Thursday
she thinks there should be an
increase in the program. -
"It doesn't seem to me that
there .can be any doubt that
the total stimulus will need to
be larger," she told the House
sho'w little change from
December's unemployment
rate of 7.9 per cent, and could
even show a slight decline.
However, he said there is no
doubt thaVif you take the
month as a whole, there
undoubtedly has been some
Public Works subcommittee.
But Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal and
Budget Director Bert Lance
both have said they would
prefer giving weather relief
directly to people and areas
that need it, rather than in-
creasing Carter's over-all
program.
That was the .same position
taken by Arthur Burns,
chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, who told the
House Banking Committee on
-Thursday he believes talk of
trying to offset the winter
weather through general
economic policies "is' very
unsatisfactory."
Burns said that while this
winter will be long
remembered by many
American families, "I do not
- expect large or lasting effects
on  the performance  sif the.
economy during 1977."
Kendrick said in a telephone
interview that the winter
could dampen economic
growth in -the-first quarter of
1977, but he added the un-
derlying economy still is
strong and there should be
good growth for the year.
AN AUTO ON ICE—This automobile in Detroit was in the wrong place when a water
main broke On the west side. The break and the very cold weather Combined to lock
the car in a bank Oi lee. 
(AP Wurephoto)
Murderess To Be Pardoned To
Resume Job As Amy's Nurse
ATLANTA (AP) — Because
of a White House request, the
convicted murderess who
nursed Amy Carter while her
father was governor of
Georgia has been reprieved so
she can go to 1600 Penn-
sylvania Avenue to resume
her old job.
Mary Fitzpatrick, 33, was to
leave today for her new home,
where she will be subject to
the same supervision given
inmates at the -minimum-
security facility where she has
spent the last two years, stale
officials said Thursday.
She was granted the
reprieve by the Georgia Board
of Pardons and Paroles two
months before she becomes
eligible for parole from her
sentence of life in prison for
the murder of Johnny Bynum.
The reprieve came after the
pardons board received a
written request from the
White House, said Rob
Haworth, executive ,officer of
the board. He would not say
who signed the request.
Mrs. Fitzpatrick was
convicted of shooting Bynum
in 1970 by a Superior Court
Jury in Stewart County. ---
Stewart County Sheriff Bob
Mitchell said Mrs. Fitzpatrick
had been visiting friends. in
Lurnpkin, Ga., the county
seat, and was with a girlfriend
when the shooting occurred.
Mitchell said that when the
two women encountered
Bynum with another woman,
Mrs. Fitzpatrick's friend
who had dated Bynum —
threatened to shoot him. It
was then, he said, that Mrs.
Fitzpatrick took the gun and
shot Bynum. •
The sheriff said the four
apparently had been drinking.
Mitchell, a Lumpkin police
officer at the time of the
shooting, took Mrs. Fitz-
patrick into custody.
Officials at the Atlanta
Women's Work Release
Center had given Mrs. Fitz-
patrick a three-day pass last
month to attend President
Carter's inauguration and
visit with 9-year-old Athy,
whom she tended while a
prison trusty from 1970 to 1974.
Mrs. Fitzpatrick, de-scribed
as a model prisoner, saw the
inaugural paradeand babysat
for Amy while her parents
attended inaugural parties.
Amy said then they were
''having a good time"
together.
Mrs. Fitzpatrick told a
reporter that the White Home
waS "beaufiful," and added,
"I never expected I would get
to spend some time here."
Asked about the slaying at
the time of the inauguration,
Mrs. Fitzpatrick said, "I've
put that behind me and started
a new life and I have nothing
to say about that."
Parole board rules allow
convicts with exemplary
prison records to be paroled
within 90 days of the eligibility
date, Haworth said.
The unusual opportunity
for, employment also was
important" in - Mrs. Fitz-
patrick's case, he said.
Spiraling Insurance Rates
Paid For Party By Taxpayers
WASI AP) — Two
major health insurance plans -
pay out millions of dollars for
government workers' medical
expenses not covered by their
insurance policies, con-
tributing to spiraling
premiums partly paid by the
taxpayers, a government
.report says.
-,-- An investigation by the
General Accounting Office
t _concluded that loose,
haphazard cost codtrols and
overpayments by the two
governmedt-wide health in-
surers contributed to a .35At
I cent 'increase in pre
charges in the government
programs last year.
The two companies probed
_y .goygrnment, auditors ate
Blue Cross-Blue Shield and
.-"Aetna Life & Casualty, which
together insure more than six
million of the 9. 3 million
- MO
a-
federal employes and their
dependents who have health
insurance.
"Prices may continue
skyward if the Civil Service
Commission and the in-
surance carriers do not
strictly control insurance
costs," said the report, signed
by U.S. Comptroller General






misleading" 4d. said it is
based on oftkri erroneous
assumptions.
Aetna said it appreciated an
opportunity to study the fin-
dings and agreed to make
several changes aimed at
tightening controls.
The government and its
employes ,share almost
equally: the premium costs,.
estimated -at $2.9 billion in the
fiscal year ending Sept. 30.
The Payment practices
criticized by the GAO
generally benefit employes
Who incur medical expenses
and use their health in-
surance, although all em-
ployes pay in the end through
the increased premiums.
The loser is the taxpayer
who, in the final analysis, pays
the government's share of the
'casts and. --gets none of the
benefits.'
The investigation only
applied to the government
employes' plans. The study
did not attempt to determine
whether • similar practices,. -
-occur in private group health





Prices Good Through Tuesday
TA DS
LADIES
TEE SHIRTS CANDY BARS
Fashion and comfort comes in
this ,striped, short-4leeved tee
shirt. FAshion colors in 100oi




J ust right for casual wear.
100% polyester top has v-
neck, u-neck or mock tur-
tle neck, short sleeves in





Easy care 100% poly-
ester double knit pull
on pants with set-on
waist. Solids and fan-
cies in sizes 12-18..
BRAKE FLUID
For -













—Delicious- - assortment of
the • most buttery, nut-
tiest candy bars in town.
Choose from Payday, Big





















Quality canvas boat shoes
have c.ushioned insCrles and
non-slip outsoles. Many
colors and sizes. • Not
all styles in all sizes.
ASSORTED
THERMOSTATS
Increase cooluto syst ,etti-
ciency with this top quality
thermn-Aat
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Set. Equal Opportunity Employer
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Schedulips For Sat., Feb. 5 - Fri., Feb. 11
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
I
I WS1L-3 WSM -4 I WTVF-5 I WPSD-6




7:00- Tom & Jerry
7.30 Jobber-0ov
8 00 Scooby Deo
9 30 - Krafft'
10.30 -Soul Train
1.1- 30 - Bandstand
12- 30 -IBA ,6
1:00 - Wide World of Sport"'
2 30 --Pro Bowlers
100 -bail o Jerry
7.30 - Jebberjaw
17: SS - Schoolhouse Rock
1:00 - icaby Doe
9:25 -Schoolhouse Rock




12:30 - US Form Report








10:7° -1111 fffbn' LIfife 
MN
12:00/1-
11:00- toed el the Lest
1130
 °111111/17











1:00I'M - km City
130 -S19491,1 Or Schools
7:00 ool000 ef- Wy 11 11•Cil 
7: 31 -Pink Ponta
9:00 - Speed Baggy
9:30 - Monster Soled
10:00-Spice Ghost
10:30 - Big Jea, Little Jess
11:00 - Lad of tlio Lost
1 ' ;70_ Nunn










i i :00-101 Albert
11:70_ wrs Oil Gomm
12:00_ aigarows 111,
1:00 - Pah& Poky3:00 -W. W. of Sports 1:30 - Bill Dace Outdoors - 2:00- News Cafe-rents 2:45 Report1-00 -Focus












' gg --Music 11011 gawks
7.00 Nappy Days Aim. Spcl.
1.30--Fish .
800-Stinky & Heck '
9.00 - Most Wonted
10:00 - lterftwatch ,.
10,30 - Basketball
12:00-Movie
1-30 - PTL Club
3 30-Noes
3-45 - News & Movie
4:00 - World of Spoils
5,00_ Golf























7:00- Mary Tyler 1000re
7:30-lob Neatest


















7:00- Merl Tyler Moore
7:30 - Ileb Newhart













, TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY




' 1:00 - Nouse of Worship
7:30 - Amazing Grace
8:00 - Little Rascals
8:30- Three Stooges
t 30 - Rs x Halberd
10:30 - Woodm aan, ptist
11:30-News Cashman*
11:00 - Issues & Answers
12:30-lobby Vinton
1:00 - Superstars
2:30 - Lawrence Wolk
3:30 - Award Movie
5:30-Wild Kingdom ,
6;00 -Drew/Nerdy Boys




11:30-Soul of the City





7:30-Day of Disc.. .7..
8:00-James tibiae 1 7:30









2:30 -World of Sports
4:00- Hawaiian Open Golf
6:00 - Drew/Nerdy Boys
7:00-Six Million S Mn.











9:00 -Dimensions ift Faith
10:00- Cousamaity Worsh4
10:30-Herne of Trek


















1:00 - Jimmy Sweggert
leases Robison
9:00 _ Gew Nov,'
10:00-Tony & Swan Alma




' I2:°°N 11/111".fChanging Times
12:15PM - Lake Kelly
12:45-NSA Basketball 








10:30 - Perry Mason
1 WPSD-6
7:00 -/Aeatege. . r-
7,70_Goi,mi Imiase -
8:30 - Pedecalt Dom
9:15 - Hamilton Bro.
9:30 -Maims New
10:00-Cltategod lives I
10:30- NetoW of Tre k
11:00- Accent







6:00 - Walt Disney
7:00-McMillan
8: 10 - Movie






7:30- HereW of Truth
11:00- Mona greases
8:30 -Space arts
-9'00 - 1st Sept.-


















DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY -
WNGE-2




















7100 - "gm8-00- Popeye
e• 30 -Green Acres
9:00-Andy Griffith
9-30-Your Own rim,
10:00 - Don Ho Show
10:30 -Happy Days
11:00 - News Center 2
11:30- All'My Chili.
12:00 - Rvon's Hope
12:30 - Family Feud
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
11:00- Dew Ilis Skew
11:30-Ryan Hopi
12:00-AN My Children
12: XI -Fismay Food
081, -670,006 pyramid




4110 IA-A MGM Thee.
4:00 I
8:30-Pedal' Devotion
6:00-lab Emery . 6:25 - Morals On 5 9:15 - Hasaittaa Brothers
7:00-Teary /:00- Monsiag News 9:30 -Gospel Hour
7:75 -14°°117°41" 8:00-Captain Karroo 10:00-Chirped Lives
307: -Today 9:00-Price Is Right •10:30 -leered of Trek8:23 - Some Today 10:00- Deeds Dare 11:00-Accent






11:120- 29v/1  g 'efflux -




1:3°-01141g1 UM"1:30-One Life te Live
2:00 - Gen'l Hosp.
2:15-General Hospital
3:00- Edge of Night
3:30 -Brady Bra Bunch
4:00 - Big Valley
5-00 ABC airs10.00-News




5:00 F -Seel Trait
12:30-Days of Our Lives 1:30- Gaidifig light
1:30 - actors 2:00-AN In The Finlay
2:00-Another World 2:30 - Medi Game3:130-
3:00- Gag Show 3:00- Goma Pyle
3:30 - Seaford 3:30- Dieing For Dollen
4:00-Bewitched 5:23-Weather
4:30- Emergency On• 5:30 -News Ne .
5:25-Weather 600-News.
5:30 - News
4 00 Snifeellt I




6:00 - Walt Disney
7:00- Big Event
10:30-Gold's Age
2:00-A1 ia the Family










- TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-ally




11:00 -Streets of S. F.
1:15- PIE Club




















6:30 - To Tell The Truth
7:00-The Jefferson'
7:30 -11v trine Loose
8:00 -Made
8:30 -AN's Feir







6:30 - PoP gogs the Co.





















7 : 00 - Nappy Days
7:30- Laverne & Shirley
• 1:00 - Rich Mn., Peer Man
9:00- The Fewttly
10:00- awswatch
10:30 - Mary Netesan
11:00-Mom
12:30 - PLL Club -














7:00 - Mack Sheep .
MOO-Peke Woman
9:00 - Poke Story
101117- ff°""
10:30- Tonight Show
I 2:00 - Tomorrow
WTVF-5
6:30-To Tel The Truth
7:00-Who's, Who'-
8:00-MASH

















6:30 - Name The Tette
7:00-Who's Who
8:00 - M' A •S'14

































-To Tell The Truth
700 - Goo Times


































TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2




8:30 - Tony Ronan
9:00 -Sts. of San. Fran.
10:00- Newsweek











1:30 - Tony Randall

























12:00 - Tomorrow Show
KFVS-12
6:00- News






Comebacks are rare in the
recording industry. Even
more rare is the artist that
breaks away from a popular
group and embarks on a solo
career. Such are the cases of
the return of Bread and the
solo career of Burton Cum-
mings, formerly of the Guess
WM.
Bread
It has been nearly five years
since the breakup of the
nationally famous group
high specializes in love
,ongs. Bread with -their
original members now returns
better than ever to hit the
singles charts with "Lost
Without Your Love" and the
album chart with an LP
bearing the same title.
The cornback can be par-
tially blamed on the talented
David Gates. Not only is he a
fantastic lead singer for Bread
but he is-also the composer,
Billboard's
Top Hits
By The Associated Presj
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled  b_y
Billboard Magazine:
TOP 10 SINGLES
1. TORN BETWEEN TWO
WAFERS- Mary MacGregor
Ariola America)
2. NEW KID IN TOWN-
Eagles (Asylum)
3. BLINDED BY THE
1.IGHT - Manfred Mann's
Earth Band (Warner Bros.)
4. CAR WASH- Rose Royce
MCA)
5... EVERGREEN (Love
rheme_ From "A.-Star Is
Born")- •Barbra Streisand
Columbia)
6. DAZZ- Brick ( Bang )
7. ENJOY YOURSELF-The
Jacksons (Epic)
8. I WISH- Stevie Wonder
Tamla)
9. I LIKE DREAMIN'-
Kenny Nolan ( 20th Century)
10. LOST WITHOUT YOUR
LOVE- Bread (Elektra)
TOP 10 ALBUMS
I. BARBRA STREISAND &
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON- "A
Star Is horn" Original
Soundtrack Recording
(Columbia)
2. EAGLES-- - - Motel'
California.( Asylum)
3. STEVIE • WONDER-
Songs In The Key Of Life
I Tamla )
4. WINGS- Wings Over
America (Capitol)
5. QUEEN- A Day At The
Races (Elektra )
6. AL STEWART- The Year
Of The Cat (Janus)
7. LINDA RONSTADT-
' Greatest Hit (Asylum
8. BOSTON- Boston (Epic)
9. PETER • FRAMPTON-
rampton Comes Alive
(A&M)
10. STEVE MILLER BAND-
Fly Like An Eagle ( Capitol)
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WS1L-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12




6:30 - Nilshville 6:15 - News 7:30- Rockford kis
1:30 Macy
2:00-Cadet




11:00 - Ten Who Dared 7:30_1 ford a..
7:00-Cedi&R8:00 - Movie 7:00 - Donny & Maris - News . 9:00 - I i eortive Sete 1:30_ aviorf 8:00 - um* IL Chet10:00 - Newsweek 8:00-Movie 10:30- ToosighiShow 10,00_ Haws
10:00-News 9:00- Eleattiee Saito10:10- Mery Bartow 10:00-News 12100 - Mig111 01t S1,exild 10:30 -Gursintne
10:30-T*44M Show MOO-News11:00-S. WA. T. 1011,-S. W. 1.1 I 1:30 -Ironed'
12:00- Midnight Specie 10:30-Mom12:00 - Peter Marsha 11:37-Movie 12:30.- News 12:30-News
1.30 - PTL Club 1:110 - Hews 1:00- Sespetese Theatre
3.30 Movie 2:00-Sign Off
Comptom Completes
CPA Examination
arranger and producer of this
album.
Every song on the album is
an absolute gem 4of near,
perfect harmonies and lead
singing by Gates. I am very
much impressed with
"Today's the First Day (Of
The Rest Of Voir Life)." This
could be the next hit single and
even reminds me a little bit of
the Eagles. Keyboards are
exceptional in "The_ Chosen
One" and Hooked On You."
Vocals are clear cut and
concise, on "She's, The Only
Love" and "Change of
Heart."
Bread, we hope that you are
around for a long time and
keep those albums coming.
Burton Cummings
Burton Cummings, the lead
singer of the Guess Who,
recently embarked on his solo
career with a new successful
-LP and single entitled
"Burton Cummings" and
"Stand Tall" respectively.
Cummings, who is 29 years
old and a Canadian, became
the first artist to record on
Columbia's new subsidiary
label "Portrait." The result of
this has been a very successful
I P ahri Cinglp for cum•pings 
and Columbia.
Cummings sounds com-
pletely different than he did
with the Guess Who. His
vocals are very strong and
clear and uses a great deal of
rhythm and blues material.
"Stand Tall," the hit single
that reached the top ten
proves that Cummings' vocal
appeal is just as good as that
of Englebert Humperdinck or
Tom Jones. ,
Other outstanding cuts are
"I'm Scared," "Burch
Magic" and the soulful
"That's Enough." Cummings
vocals are hilarious on the
Bachman-Turner hit, "You
Ain't Seen Nothin' 'Yet." In-
cidentally, Randy Bachman
John Mark Compton has
received a letter from the
State Board of Accountancy




Compton is a graduate of
Murray High School and a 1976
graduate of Murray State
University.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Compton of 809 Sunny
Lane, and is presently em-
• ployed as an Auditor for the
State of Tennessee with Offices
in the Andrew Jackson
Building at Nashville.
‘i.,;ii-LI.Tt.,RE STUDENTS
&R E-  ON THE RISE
'‘.1*,..1.1c..4TY PARK, Pa.
-..;tudent enrollment in
I',11...,e;e of Agriculture at
1:ilsylviinia State Univer-
:,:, I• r :71e fall semester total-
an all-time record for
" •rt E. Swope, assistant
fin resident education in
t -,.e, noted the increase
;!I (.•; enrollment from 3,463
.,• ,:nd said that it was




was one of the former mings has a long successful
members of the Guess Who. career ahead of him. We wish








director and coordinator of the
new cooperative and ex-
periential education program
on the campus will be guests
on the 30-minute "Accent"
television program to be aired
twice on WPSD-TV in
Paducah this weekend.
Don Starkey, director, and
Jane Rogers, coordinator, are
interviewed by Tom Butler,
Ghannel 6 news director, for
the program to be broadcast




education and the specifics of
the program at Murray State
established in 1976 to enable
students to it integrate
classroom study with ap-
propriate on-the-job ex-
perience.
Diamond mining as an in-
dustry had its origin in India
between 800 and 600. B.C., and
for the next 1,200 years, India
was the only known source of •
the precious gems.i.
By the Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
YOu have just received a letter from the Inter-
nal Revenue Service informing you that your in-
come tax return for a previous year has been
selected for audit. Yotir... immediate reaction is
probably: "Oh my goodness, where are those old
tax records?"
Record-keeping is important because, under the
law, the IRS can audif individual income tax returns
three years back when errors are suspected.
Just as certain docu-
ments were essentfal when
you filled out your Form
1040, they may be necessary
for you at some time in the
future if you are audited.
The law requires that you
maintain records necessary
to establish the correct
amount of income, credits,
deductions and other mat-
ters that are 'reported on
returns.
This means that you
need - to keep track of such
records as medical care in-
surance premiums; cost of
medicine and drugs; medi-
cal and dental expenses;
state, local and property
taxes, charitable contribu-
tions; interest and finance
charges; disabled dependent
expenses.; child care ex-
penses; political contribu-
tions; business and educa-
tional .expenses; nonbusiness
expenses, such as, invest-
ment advice and publica-
tions; avid reimbursements
for ensualty losses or thefts.
Receipts, ..c a ncelled
checks and other informa-
tion supporting a deduction,
credit, expense or item of
income should be kept at
least three years from the
due date of the tax return
or the date the tax is paid,
whichever is later.
However, there are
other tax records that
should be kept' longer than
three years. For example,
records .of how much you
paid for your house and its
major improvements should
be maintained to establish
your. Cost basis when FM -
sell.
Similarly, records of
costs •of stocks, bonds, prop-
erty received as - a gift or
inheritance, or other invest-
ments are to be retained so
you can compute gain or
loss when you sell.
It is also important
that you r, tain copies of
your previously filed tax
returns. They will help in
preparing future tax re-
turns as well as in such
computath ins as filing a
claim ,for refund or income
averaging.
For a free copy of the
Federal publication Keeping
Records - What to Discard,
write to Consumer Informa-
tion Center, Pueblo, CO
81009.
ie-priltstrdr ********************444
We Have The Top Nits
Isaac Hayes
8 Dionne Warwick 
Diana
"A Mon 8 A Woman'. 
"An Evening With"
The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in this area
Special Discount To
All Students Each Week
TV Service Center




On GE's big capacity 4-Cycle washer
was $329.95 now $299.95








(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)
Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities
We feel this move will
allow us to give you
Better and Faster Service,
Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center
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Demand Growing For
Gilmore 1-Shirts
AMHERST, Mass. ( AP) -
"Let's Do It" reads the T-shirt
- the last words of executed
murderer Gary' Gilmore. And
23-year-old entrepreneur
James K. Bozony says he
can't keep up with demand for
the $5.95 shirts, also em-
blazoned with a bullseye
target over the heart.
"The fact that the execution
became an event is a
refleetion of our taste as a
culture. Tharrwhat is really.
absurd, not the shirts," said
Bozony, a University of
Massachusetts graduate
student and writer who says
he specializes in black humor.
"Some call it sick, some say
I'm -disgusting for exploiting
Gilmore," he said. "I don't
think those people are as
healthy psychologically as the
people who buy them, or at
least stop to talk about them.
Bozony said he has sold 50.of
his shirts at the University of
Massachusetts student center






But Bozony also said he
faces possible legal problems
with Lawrence Schiller, the
freelance journalist who
signed contracts giving him
rights to Gilmore's life story.
"He claims he can sue. We
say baloney to that. We're
willing to agree to terms that
give monies to the families of
Gilmore's victims only, but I
don't think Schiller deserves a
cent of it," Bozony said
Thursday in a telephone in-
terview.
Schiller controlled nearly all
access to Gilmore before last
month's execution by a Utah
State Prison firing squad.
Gilmore, the first person
executed in the United States
,in nearly a decade, was
convicted of murdering a man
during a robbery and accused
of a murder during a second
robbery.
Bozony describes the shirt
design as a work of pop art
"It's ridiculous to conceive of
a Gary Gilmore T-shirt in the
first place," he said. -The
only thing more ridiculous i.
buying it."
Some who pass by Bozony's
sales table -conclude he is
against capital punishment,
but he said he favors it in some
cases - including_Gilmore's.
"If ever a man deserved to
ciie,_it was Gary Gilmore," he
i,said. -I'm afraid he lost his
value as a human being a long
time ago."
THEY'VE BEEN WORKING ON-THE RAILROAD-These three women work for the
Sante Fe Railroad in the Chicago switching yards. Gloria Reeves left, is a brakeman.
-Lynn A4cVeagh is training to become a fireman, while Laurie White, engineer, peers
from the cab of the locomotive.
(AP Wtrephoto)
WANT
Kennedy Enjoying The Role Of
Not Being Presidential Candidate
WASHINGTON ( AP) -For
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, the
political pressure is off - at
least for now. He's no longer
seen as the Democrats'
permanent, floating
prospective presidential
candidate, and he likes it this
way.
Puffing the stub of a smalk
cigar, Kennedy catalogued the
issues on which he means.to be
Beetle Bailey'
IF WE HAP 1.0.Yr
EVERY WAR WE

















heard - which doesn't
preclude many.- and said he
thinks he can be more ef-
fective in dealing with them
now.
With President Carter in the
White House, and I.+. the
Democratic course firmly set
for at least four years and
probably eight, Kennedy's





said, the positions he took and
the programs he pushed were
constantly suspect, assessed
as moves that might be part of
a coming presidential cam-
paign.
He constantly denied it,
repeatedly f.oreswore
presidential candidacy, but
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TwrOUG4-tT ABOUT. IT FOR 
SEEMS L.LE
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SECOND'
:
"Being a senator, the issue
or cause that you're interested'
in may not be as highlighted,
but there may be more
credibility," Kennedy said.
Of drurse the senator from
Massachusetts, 'beginning his
third full term at age 44, does
have a pcilitieal base
national recognition that can
highlight his causes.
Furthermore, he is not
ruling out national candidacy
forever.- He simply isn't
discussing it.
"I look at .the here and now
and the foreseeable future,"
he said.
-We've got a priiident, and
I think he's gotten off to a
splendid start. I think he'll be
reelected," Kennedy said.
If Carter is re-elected, and if
it is with Vice President
Walter F. Mondale, that takes
care of the Democratic ticket
through 1984. At that point,
Mondale, now 49, probably




"I think I've been rather
philosophical about political
life, and I'll continue to be,"
he said. - -
In the Senate and in ap-
pearances elsewhere, Ken-
nedy said, he intends to press
such issues as national health
insurance, welfare and tax
reform, arms control, energy
problems, economic
measures.
He is about to become
chairman of the Senate an-
titrust and monopoly sub-
committee, and he sees that as.
a forum for action that could
affect energy and economic
measures. He is chairman of
the board of governors of the
Office of Technology
Assessment, a congressional
research agency, and he
wants to make that more
active. He heads a health
subcommittee and serves on




assistant professor of English
at Belhaven College, has been
awarded the doctor of
philosophy degree by the
1ivtrsity of North Carolina.
A native ofillifinviy, Pat-
terson attended Freed-
Hardeman College and
received the bachelor of arts
degree summa cum laude
from David Lipscomb College.
His area of study is Southern
Literature.
The title of Dr. Patterson's
dissertation is "Writing
Southern Literary History: A
Study'd Selected >Critics and
Historians of the Literature of
the South, 1890-1910." -
Dr. Patterson is also the
author of five biographical
essays which will be published
in Dr. Louis Rubin's for-
thcoming book 4 "A
Biographical Guide to the
Study of . Southern
Literature."
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.4, up 0.2.
Below ,dam 300.7 \down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
up 0.2.
Below darn 304.2 up 0.3.
Sunset 5:24. Sunrise 6:57.
Moon rises 5:12„p, m., sets
Friday 6:53 a. m.
1 legal Notice I legal Notice
Coasiaissiosior's Salo
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court L D. Miller Plaintiff, versus James Wainscott,
d/b/a Union Bankers Insurance Agency Defendant.
Notice Of Salo
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the January 14th
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at 203 South 5th
$t. it', the City of Murray Kentucky. 10 thelighesi
der, at public auction on the 8th day of February 1977,
at 10:00 o'clock a.m., or thereabout for cash, the
following, to wit:
1 office desk; 1 office-typewriter desk; 1 end table
with drawer; 1 couch; 3 waste baskets; 1 adding
machine; 1 electric coffeepot; 1 folding banquet table;
3 ash trays; .1 vacuum cleaner; 1 visitors chair; 1
secretary (typing) chair; 1 end table; 1 large literature
rack; 1 small literature rack; and 1 group of aerosol, 8
to 20 ounce size of various products, in cans, such as -
tire motuiting compound, chrome cleaner, belt
dressing; motor cleaner, degreaser, hand cleaner, fire
ettinguisher, battery spray, latch eze, silicone spray
and others. See day of sale.
Successful buyer is required to take possession and
remove from premises day of sale. All the above will
be sold as one lump. There will be NO item by item of-
fering. Bidders will be bidding on the ENTIRE in-
ventory'.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Auto Sales Up Over
Same Month Last Year
DETROIT API -
Domestic auto sales in
January rose 6.4 per cent
above year-ago levels, despite
energy and parts problems
triggered by cold weather.
Sales for the Jan. 21-31
period were down 6.9 per cent
from 1976. as severe weather
conditions across the country
forced automakers to close
dozens of plants.
The four major- U.S.
automakers sold '234,632 cars
during the period's. nine
selling days, for a daily rate of
26,070. Last year in the same
period, 279,895 cars were sold
in 10 selling days, a daily pace
of 27,990.
yardstick used by the auto 
Registration-- The daily selling rate is the
industry to measure sales.
For the month, sales totaled
601,325, for a daily rate of
24,053. In January 1976, sales
came to 587,793. Analysts
predicted sales would reach
up to 640,000 for the month.
"The weather .- .par-
ticularly in the last 10 days -
changed January from a great
sales month to a good sales
month," said Bennett Bidwell,
Ford Motor CO. vice president.
Despite the late month
slump, auto industry. officials
noted sales were the second-
best ever, trailing only
January 1973. The four major
U.S. carmakers all reported
sale declines in late January,
led by Chrysler's 21.5 per cent
" drop. For the month, Chrysler
sales were off 5.4 per cent to
81,592.
General Motors Corp. sales
fell 3.2 per cent in the last
third of the month, but were
up 7.8 per cent to 333.417 for all
of January.
-Ford -sales sitlitcped -4:2-per
cent in the final 10-day period.
Monthly sales totaled 169,985,
up 13.5 per cent from year-ago
levels:
American Iviotors, still stuck
in a small-car sales slump,
"corded a 13.7 per cent
*76
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decrease in late January and
an overall monthly decline of
17.3 per cent. AMC sold 16,331
cars in January.
Imports increased their
share of the market in
January as sales jumped from
90,000 in 1976 to an estimated
123.0Q0 last month.
One auto analyst said the
import ,spurt partially was due
to .the _weather, since im-
porters rad high dealer
stocks, while domestic
makers were forced to cut
back production because of
energy and parts shortages,





FRANKFORT - Due to the
recent inclement weather, the
registration -date for Ken-
tucky's first statewide Junior
High Math Bowl has been
rescheduled for Feb. 24,
rather than Feb. 17.
Final competition will still
be held April 2 at the
University of Kentucky in
Lexington. Regional contests
will be held between Feb. 24
and March 17 at universities
around the state.
More than 60 school districts
have expressed an interest in
the contest, according to
Lydia Sledge, math consultant
for the state Department of
Education. -
Speed and accuracy will be
crucial as teams of seventh
and eighth graders race to be
the first to correctly complete
- math' 'problems. Each team,
will have four members and
two alternates.
Any school wishing to
participate should contact
Lydia Sledge at 1827 Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601 or call 1502) 564-5587.
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2 Notice
THE GREEN DOOR"'
Dixieland Center is your
Dirty Kids Headquar-





















DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is Gpd's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-




'Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:3°-
3:30. Appointment at





NEW from WRAP ON
Bu t n soii Heating Cable
Aatornat:c 77errnoltalt0 keep
,30,,,a,t 7 .,4 ,d„vern.: , 6t•a, dome in
Aviillable In two &zits










requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
L Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
• AND-NOPFY-US PROM-


















































for free visit and in-
• 1.9rMaluxi...2s1-mbil
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made froni any
Size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 S2.40_ East- setvic-e:
-Arteraft, 118 South 12th:
753-0035. Free parking




you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,




WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
BELTONE HEARING
AID Sales. Free service
- on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, MondaytFriday.
-Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
REWARD TO ANYONE
who can identify the
person killing a German
Shepherd in the vicinity
of Dogwood and Glen-
dale . on Tuesday,'
February I. Call 753-
7546





5 lost And Found
LOST-BRITTANY
Spaniel. five months,
female, liver and white.
East of New Concord,
Reward. Call 436-2556.
FOUND SOLID WHITE
puppy with black ring
around one eye. Six to 8
months old. Weighs
between 90-100 lbs.
Found in Martin Chapel
Road area. Call 753-9482
before 4, 753-77.46 after 4.
LOST BLACK billfold in







is in need of help in
any Town or Village
near Paris Landing up
to 150 miles out or
within 75 miles of
Clarksville in. Ky. or
Tenn. Are will help you
get started._ Call or








detailer with minimum 3


















envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
$100.00 and more weekly
possible working Part
Time at home. Age and
. Education no barrier.
Send self addressed
stamped envelope.
King, Box 233 VM
Mantua, N. J. 08051.
TRUCK MECHANIC
needed. Taylor Motors,
Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob












need person willing to
assume full respon-




plicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary
expected, P. 0. Box 998,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
Machinist Wanted
FISHER PRICE TOYS, The World's Largest Maker
of Pre-school Toys has an oning for ex-
perienced maint.mance machinist. The successful
candidate will be responsible for repairing, main-'
taming and trouble shooting a wide variety of
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
tooling and equipment. Excellent, salary and
benefits package including profit sharing. Call for
an application form or send your resume to Per-
sonnel Manager, Fisher Price Toys, A Division of
the Quaker Oats Company, East Penny Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Telephone 502-753-0450
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
OUR IS CHILD'S PLAY
Before Spring springs__Let us show you this exquisite
home with WilliarnSburg decor. It has everything --
Large hying room with dining area, built in kitchen with
pantry, family room. rec room, 5 bedrooms, 4 baths, 12
closets, 2 fireplaces-approx. 4900 sq. ft. of gracious













past 3 years and
are now working





how you con make







The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland Shopping
Center is a real op-
portunity to sell name









14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN -and




WANTED: B-J Auto •
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
HORSE DRAWN
VEHICLE. Buggy,
hack, wagon. Call 436-
2336 after 6 p. m.
AIR COMPRESSOR and
body and fender tools.
Call 901-587-3578.
15. Articles For Sale
•
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big X,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
after 6 p.m. 436-5828.
FABRIC FOR SALE at
504 South 8th Extended:




checks. Also cottons and
denims. 50 cents to $2.85
per yard. Notions half











and buffet, $125. Walnut
gate leg table, $75. Oak
dresser with mirror, old
and beautiful, $175. Oak
scallop table, $20. Four
ladder back chairs, $10.




medicine cabinet, $20. 6"
x 8 decorative barn,
$200. 10 x 10 metal
building, $250. Dealers
welcome. 607 South 4th.
WOOD FOR SALE.
Hickory and oak. Call
Jim Rock Hudson, 437-
4481.
FOR SALE: 870 mag two




camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x 10 Hi-
Low shag carpet and
pad, $100. Antique brass








cabinet holds 9 guns. .




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray




- complete with box
springs and mattress.
$30. Phone 492-8617.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: Honeywell
770 automatic flash unit.
New batteries* slave




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16. Home Furnishings
KING SIZE water bed
with pedestal frame,
new. Still under




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for 829.95. Call
753-0359.
ELECTROLUX SALES




FOR ALL YOUR fencing





1902 model with four
pieces of equipment.
Call 753-4366 after 5 p.
m.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a ney, steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-





motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact







party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy






TV SALE. Drive to cubs
and save. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan I.onardo
Piano Company, across



















FREE-OVER 150 loads of
good dirt. Must haul.











buy, sell or horsetrade,




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




- 1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phorre1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
23 CHANNEL PACE CB





wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
CB BASE tube type",
$65 06 Scout 250 linear,
$250 call 753-4016 after 6
p.m
CRA If; QUADRASONIC
tape player and tapes.
Call 753-6345.
1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, 1 and 3/4
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
12 x 65 2 bedroom, bath,
living room and kitchen.
_Call 75,1-4418. .
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3/4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1974 BAYWOOD trailer 24
x 52, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
and lot. $14,000. Call 753-
5031.
1973 GLENBROOK 12 x 64
with 8 x 10 tip out, 2
bedrooms, bath and %,
carpet, patio, doors with
7 x 15 patio and roof,
central air and gas heat
on shady 1 acre lot with
well. Call 753-6916.
NICE_MOBILE-110ME-11-
x 61, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
living room, extra nice
kitchen and dining area.
Central heat and air.
$5,000. Call 753-1675, 753-
2615 or 753-8270.






dition. Electric. $80 for
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
2 BR 10 x 50, on private
lot. Approximately 2





mobile home spaces for
rent; at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT or
lease. Tobacco and









month. All utilities plus








Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F.









ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE IN THE country.
Four rooms and bath.
Refrigerator and stove.
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
753-0169.
36 For Rent Or Lease
OR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
36 Fox Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
.11 Livestock Supplies
CROSS BRED boars and
gilts. Also corn fed
slaughter bogs and steer
calves. Call 753-9390.




puppies, 6 weeks old.
Call 1-5274433.
AKC REGISTERED














5. Three miles north
641. Third house on left
after leaving four lane.
Antiques, 6 ft. oak beds,
dresser, chifferobe, love
seat and chair, library
table, fire screen with
electric logs, dishes,
pots and pans, clothes,








New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
• renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All Stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity ID




HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,




bedroom 142 bath, stone
home on South 13th






753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as•you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us
soon. Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
MOO Sq. Pt.
This dream boon is located
is the most dosirobl•
location, clew to Of crier.
so, swimming pool, moil may
minaties from city.
Dwain bus two baths, 3
bodneems, largo Willy, 15
IS family room with
&whoa locoard so Nigh-
way 54 West.
Living hums
Estro nice 3 bedroom home
almost is City Limits,
Modern med bus • 30 s 40
deop this, bo said fir
chow or Body Shop.
tire Nom College
100 & 802 It. 1710, is the
anti* of this oiststmeasog
bargain with 3 bedrooms, 1
both, sad • spinal 'tidy
for the Calop Prof. or
stv/ertt.
Sharp
2 bedroom hum Nam
Moot for sae tomillos. Nes
osporwto prove, aid sin
patio. Moot oppfimmes stay.
Call for additional is-
formatioo.
Wiino his, 4 Ron Est
753-3243 - ANYTIME
REALTC)RS





home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in




large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch




by scenic pasture land.





TWO ACRES OF land







division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an ap-






and looking for offer on
this attractive 3
bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding- features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
us for more information
on this charming home.
1222.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, mileage, new car
trade.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVWe, 12,000 actual miles,
new car trade in.
1976 Pontiac Astre
1973 11.W.
1971 aloorolof El Camino, pick-up.
1967 Ford Mustang Fastback, automatic, new car
trade in.
1977 Pontiac Lemons Demonstrator
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, Demonstrator
lot PURDOM
Olds • Poetise - UAW
-SWAM Carlsowires Are Ow
Maw Conn..'
1406 West Maio • 7515315
.0.1•1/1/11111M
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
MURRAY
ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
If Its Electronic We'll Service It
TV's, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Radios serviced.
Fire Security Equipment Installed.
603 South 4th Street Eddy Williams
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homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
•
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, REDUCED,
seven rooms and bath,
with dry basement and










dition. Priced to sell.
1702' College Farm
Road. Call 753-5287.
_ CLEAN, NEAT, -3 -
bedroom house. Ideal
for that young couples
first home. Priced at
- only $21,000. Call 753-
3903.
BY OWNER - 2' bedroom
- brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
•'.ilreliilfeetrAtirtee•slierAMPA419180•1111M114m, 
taft'AlYP4444* THE WANT ADS:








Dead end street. Call
753-6843.
NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre
unfinished house. $6,640.
Call 474-8843 or 753-4309.
FOR
SALE
BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Briel, 2'i baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, den, Icit-
riad . dialog room.
Glassed front porch 'with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gag log. Large full basement
- carpeted, Li bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
shower. Double -car goVt
with extra room in back,
completely insulated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit






BIG HOUSE for family,









sell. Call 753-4023 after
4:30.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model, 350 engine,
4 Speed, cam, headers,
sun gauges, lift kits
front and rear, air
shocks and crager
mags. Will trade for
Camaro or later model
Chevelle. Call 753-5612.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine arid refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
•






• van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
 \--appreciate. -G*11---492.-----
8441.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro. 1974 TOYOTA land
cruiser hardtop. CallMotorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with 753-8135.
windjammer. Call '753-
=6. 1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded






on at, Wood & Coal
Burning Stoves
Murray Supply






$425.00 op, floored, roads to sea. Also proart, you build, es
is. in $300.00. Ix apt. 24 it 60 standard, bat will precut
any size noodorl. Bey tie best for loss.
CUSTOM BUILT PORT601.1 BUILDINGS 753-0964
ricReal- - cEstateRealtor Pat MobleyPurdom and Thurman Real Estate
VACATION HOME AND TAXES
If you build or buy A
vacation home. you can Let
it help your annual tax bill
and still enjoy it for your
family's pleasure. However,
with the 1976 las reform bill,
(effective 1 1 77) there have
been changes restricting
some of the deductions un-
der certain conditions.
For starters - whether you
use it for yourself or not,
there are always the usual
deductions for mortgage in-
terest and property laves,
- The ninterest deduction can
be considerable_ during the
early years of the loan. ,
There are other deduc-
tions that also may be taken
- just as you would if you
owned an apartment house
tor an investment.
depreciation, maintenance
utilities, insurance, etc. In or-
der to take these deductions
the total cannot exceed the
amount of rental income
(less Lases and interest) and
the home cannot be oc-
cupied by the owner for
more than two weeks or
10% ..oe the rental use.
However, rents are not
taxable if the house is rented
less than 15 days.
Consulting with people
about their real estate needs
-.is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dOtn & Thurman on- the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 71-4451 or 751--




1973 Dodge pickup. Call
753-5532.
1964 CHRYSLER runs
good. $150.00. Phone 354-
6217.
1965 DODGE Coronet 2
dr. h. t., V-8 automatic.
$200.00. Phone 354-6217.
1976 V. W. 'RABBIT. One
owner, 8,000 miles. Four
months old. Still in
warranty. $3,500 firm.
Call after 6 p. m. 436-
2568.




1970 V. W. air condition, 4
speed, low mileage.




49,000 actual, 260 cu. in.
Excellent-- condition.
$1200. Call after 6, 1-901-
247-5304.
1973 GRAND PRIX,, full
power, cruise, and air
condition. Call 753-5688.
1972 DATSUN pickup,






V-6 engine, plus 3,000
miles. Body in fair
condition. $175. Call 753-
6805, after 3 p.m.
1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
air, bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE,
custom 4 door sedan.
AM-FM stereo, tilt
wheel, one owner 43,500





$ 7 9 9 5 
truck. Power brakes,
condition. White wheels.
Call 753-7404, or 753-6779.
power steering, air
1966 JEEP WAGONEER,
4 wheel drive, power
steering and brakes.
$600. Call 753-8042.
(Good Through Feb. 15)
Murray Supply
108 F Mo,n Co., Inc. 753 336P°
1973 GRAND PRIX, new,
locally. Also 1.969
Torohado, best offer_
Call 753-2249 after 5 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, ;4
ton. Call 4354113 after 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Seruices Offered
WILL DO BABYSTrITVG










barns, etc. Call 767-2357.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
LICENSE ELEC-





TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Coll J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTROLUX SALES




will pick up information
needed at your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim
Fitch, 753-9799 for ap-
pointment.
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO job




carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.






AFTER SCHOOL tare for
children. Will pick up
from school. 114 N 1ith
Call 753-8056. .
WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and small
carpentry work Phone
527-9959.
INSULATION BLOWN in -
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bilis: 41•31:pasig-Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




of electric heat, air
condition, appliances
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
FIREWOOD - cut to
order and delivered and
tree clearing. Call 753-
0122.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -
autos- stores. M and G
Complete *Glass,
jiding Nn





For Fast Confidential Ser






and remodeling - one
cabinet to' complete
home - planning to





- bank gravel. Call 436-
2306. „
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.































room for elderly woman
in state approved family





SUPPLIES FOR PONT AND SALE










6 "ain Heaters75-34'11::Heaters-e ers ters
a.. a
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say '11 Love You?"
Our 41appy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write sour message.
To Mom and Dad...
We couldn't hare picked o
nicer pair of parents in the
worldl Hare a Happy Val-
entine:, Dayl








Mrs. Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn





To My Wife, Ann ...
Aker 13 wond•rful year,
of rnarriag., I'm still head






To Jorse -- I want you for
my Valentine, and 1 won I




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Dear Jimmy (Peter) I love
you more than words con
issrpress I hope we will el
ways he together to shore
the good and the bed Lowe
always, Sue (Chuck) P S
Worrier 'Ores you 100'
WANZA, Happy Valet,
tine a Defy to the sweetest
and Most loving wife end
mother W. Ions you Larry
and Chad









P. 0. Box 32
Murray,' Ky. 42071







City  State 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless tot; specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
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• . Itussid L. Johnson, former
Murray businessman,. pied
suddenly Wednesday af-
ternoon at his home in Odessa,
Tt ma,. -Hewes-42 -yeaes-of•-tige
• and his death was due to an
apparent heart attack.
Mr Johnson was the former
owner and operator of the
SWe Shop, women's apparel
shop on the east side of the.
.lowntow ji Murray Court
_Square, from 1954 to 1965. He _
was a charter -member and
served as Rresident of the
Murray-Calloway County
Country Club.
The former Murray Man
was ;! member of the First
United • Methodist Church and
LL as a Navy veteran of World
War II.
Suivivors include his wife,
Mrs. Inez E. Johnson, Odessa,
Texas; mother-in-law, Mrs.
Effie Sharp, Fulton; one son,
Major Russel Linn Johnson,
- ------ Jr % -stationed-hi - Korea`, twit - •
(
-
*The body is being returned
to the J. H. Churchill Funeral_
Home, Murray, but funeral
arrangements are incomplete






u ims,Jr., speax at 9:45-
a. m. on Sunday, February 6,
at the Storey's Chapel United
Methodist Church and at
eleven a. m. at South Pleasant
Grove Church.
His subject will be "The
Parable at - the Great
Banquet" with his scripture
from Luke 14:15-24. Holy
Communion will be celebrated
at- bath churches Sunday ,
. morning.,
The South Pleasant Grove
Choir will sing the selection,
"Holy. Holy Holy" with
Blondavene Cook as director
and Olivene Erwin as-organist
and Tommy Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will be held
at both churches.
Dr:- Mullins will speak on the
subject, -"No Other Gods,"
another in the series on the
Ten Commanditents Sunday





Mrs. Ruble Travit. of Almo•
Route One died Thursday at
11:15 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Shewas-79-yearsofave.
The deceased was the wife
of Mabra Travis who died
November 26, 1971. She was a
'mernber of the Spring Creek
Baptist Church. •
Mr& Travis is survived-by -
"two daughters, Mrs. Roscoe ,
i_F_rankie Feagin of Alino
(Ann) Lockhart of Hazel
P.ark-MiCh.: one sister. Mrs.
Westview Nursing troin-e;-
Mirlraiti.ucille) Heath,
Murray; one brother,. A, P.
Cain, Paducah; six grand-
children; two great grand-
children.
..arrajigements are •
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home after twelve
noon on Saturday.._





Williamson, minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a. m. and 6:45 p: m.
worship services on Sunday,
Febrilar-ly Titthurch.•
"Rejoice, You're A Child Of
TheKing'-'-andodSaisk14,4-
selections to be sung by the
Adult Choir with Tommy Scott
as director and Mrs. Scott as
-pianist and Judy Hughes .as
oranist..
Ron McAlister will serve as
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning services.
This Sunday will be Building
Fund Day in the church.
The Youth Choir "will meet
at 5:30 :p.m. Sunday for
practice and. Will- sing in the
evening service. Sunday
School will be at ten a.m. and
Church Training will be at six
p.m._ . -
Joe and Brenda Gamblin
will be in charge of Children's
Church for the month of
February.. Bus driver for the
month will be Bill Crick,
telephone t 53,6447.
Volunteer nursery workers
-will be Grey liart-,--Ellen-Hurt,
and Dot Morton.
.CINCINNATI (AP) -
January's 30.3-irich snow may
be a blessing in disguise that
may preclude flooding in the
Obio River and its tributaries.
The first eight-inch snowfall
in early January fell on di-
fr2zen _dry ground, -according
• to hydrologist Thomas
AtellittlipT,` at e rITICITM




gardens as far south as
Evansville; Ind.- and the
ground is dry-and unfrozen,"
said McPhillips: -This will
absorb the runoff. We've
never-Hied-an Ohio River-flood
from snow only."
1, He said Thursday's
predicted snow and rain
passed to the north of the
valley.
Thursday's - 41-degree
temperature • *carted thawing
the OW Valley but the
weather service saids,there
was too much snow around to
let the temperature really
Temperatures will get
colder, however, with Find-30s
Saturday and Sundak but
more zero weather expected
Monday.
"This doesn't mean
-Lanyjagays. chooid toll uver. and





Prices .of •1•0 of local ligeoug at nooil
today funtiaW.. to the Ledger & Thus by
M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av. 




Western Union 21)1 +'n Speak At,...,.
Zenith Radio 
EDT. today, furnished tii the Ledger 5 Eagle ,MeetTimes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
- . .
been busted before." ground has acted as insulation
.-McPhillips said rivermen to keep the ground from
and those with homes or freezing. The cool weekend
businesses near the • river tempeeatures will allow more
should check the forecasts melting for some runoff but
deity. ' the colder weather Monday
He said the snow on the should keep the ,river flow
misIno;w•Thw.
ay7You might say we've
e water level • is low
had drought conditions
although It isn't an official
National Weather Service
drought," McPhillips said.
Veteran rivermen like Capt.
John Beatty welcomed the
warming trend.
Beatty has been using his
twboat to protect his
Fowler To
Airco 30% uric
Am. meters   4% +%
Ashland Oil W. +L.
AT&T 83% #
Ford Motor  +
Gen. Dynamics IC% +T.







GOLDEN POND, KY. -
is% unc Jim Fowler, former associateHeublein Inc. 
 464s +'' producer of "Wild ,King_dom,"
the Emmy award-winning
44..61/2% +-,
' 1 - television series, will be the•30 -.4-W. R. Grace 
Texaco 28% +L, featured speaker at the 8thGeneral Flee 51% -% annual Eagle Weekend atGAF Corp 12% -L.
33L4 -L. Lake Barkley State Resortcpia:eoregria Pacific 
26% unc Park February 18-20, 1877.364 '
15L. +L. A graduate of Earlham
Jim Waiters -
Kirsch 





for a local Young Farmer
Association YFA I will be
held Monday evening,
February 7, at 7:00 p.m. at the
Muyray, Vocational- Center.
  A- -Iseal—Y-eting--- F-arm sr-
Chapter affiliated with' the
Kentucky Young Farmer.
Association -has been in-
formally discussed since the
Young and-Adult farmer class
sessions began last Novem-
ber.
The purpose of the YFA
organization is to assist in
improving and promoting -the'
program of instruction for
Young farmers.
- All Calloway County Yciung
farmers and their wives in-
terested in knowing more
about a YFA chapter are
encouraged to attend on
Monday evening. Information
may also be secured by





Your natural gas bills are the highest in history,
and there are two reasons for your high bills. One
reason is that in the last 12 months Texas Gas Tran-
smission, the supplier of gas,to the Murray Natural
Gas System, has raised rates six times. These in-
creases have been passed on to the customer with
no markup to the City.
The other reason, which is of equal importance, is
the weather: October - colder than normal;
November - coldest in history, 55% colder than
average; December - still colder by 30%; and
January - prediction of the coldest January in
many years. January 10 through 18 set new records
for below 0 deg. temperature with snow and ice, and
school closings.
High rotes and low temperatures make HIGH GAS
BILLS.
There are ways to possibly lower your own gas
bill; for instance,
1. More heat goes out the windows than any
other place in the house. Storm windows will make
your home more comfortable and possibly save- you
as much as 25% on your gas bill. I.
2. Attic insulation is the next big area where you
can save money. Every home and building should
have 6 inches of attic insulation - this in some
cases can be a do-it-yourself job.
3. Thermostats set at 65 des. instead of 12 deg.
is another possible way to cut back on your gas bill.
A night-time setting of 60 deg. and a-day-time set-
ting of 65 deg. is recommended an0 it could save
you money.
There is a shortage of natural gas - certainly a
limit as to how much money we all have. You can
save our natural gas supplies and your money if we
all do our part. Think about it - Cold Weather
equals High Gas Bills. There is a way to conserve
and still be relatively comfortable.
Please keep in mind that homeowners directly af-
fect the ability of industry and business to continue
operating, since industry allocations are based on
gas remaining after residential consumption. It is
essential that there be continued stringent con-






The Rev. W. Edd Glover will
be the speaker at the wOrship
services on Sunday, February
6, at the Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at nine
a.m. and at the North
Pleasant Grove Church at
eleven am.
"Useful Vs. Ornamental
Christianity" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
Glover.
At North Pleasant. Grove the
greeters will be Greg Cain and
Tommy Thornton with Ftapdy
Lowe and Jerry Speight
felting- the- offering. -
Sunday Sehoral at both
churches will be at ten a.m.
North Pleasant Grove will
also have worship services at






Federal Slate Market News Service
February 4.1977
_-.1Ceidacky Azna idag- Market - -
Report,Incl odes 8 Buying Stations
pr.3. narrows &
Gilts fully .75 higher Sows steady .50
higher
US 1-2 310-Z30 lbs. $40.25-40.50 few 40.75
US 1-3 300-240 lbs  840.00-40.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $39.2540.00
US 3-4 260-200 lbs 538.25-39.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs 132.50-33.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $33.00-34.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $34.0435.50
US 2-3 304500 lbs. 431.50-32.50
Roars 18 00-20.00
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
F & A. M., will meet Saturday.
February 5, 7:00 p.m.
Work will be in the E.A
Degree. All E.A. Masons are
_ urged to attend, Ronnie Ross..





The Blood River Baptist
Church will hold its monthly
gospel - singing on Sunday,
February 6, from two to four
p.m. at the church. "
--ratiffedingers will be The




MUNCIE, Ind. - Ball State
University junior, Trenia K.
Purcell, Murray, is a member
of the Trombone Choir that
will present a concert .at 3'p.
m.. Sunday, Feb. 6, in
University Hall. Thomas Senff
of the School of Music faculty
directs the group.
Selections on the program
include Donald Miller's "Two
Transcriptions," J. H.
Schein's "Intrada" and W. A.
Mazart'sresto." '
Miss Pureell, a daughter of
Mr. arid Mrs. Genet. Purcell,
Rt. 4, is a music majqrat Ball
State.
.1%
(Continued From Page l)
Incoming Federal Energy
Administrator John F.
O'Leary warped on Thursday
that natural gas shortages
ma j,- _become chronic and
more severe over the next
decade unless' The Orkin
**follows strict conservation
measures.
"If we don't do it, we're
going to fall off the cliff in the
1980s," said O'Leary. He said
he doubts that'ending federal
price controls .on natural gas
will incrlase the supplies.,
"I don' i really think priceis
the problem," *did 'Leary.
He said the nation probably
cannot produce enough





Guest speaker at the 10:45 a.
m. • worship services • on
Sunday, February 6, at the
First Presbyterian Church
Will be the Rev. Bill Porter of
the United Campus Ministry.
- --,0-14ete -t3omes - De:- Judge"
will be the sermon- topie by
Rev.-Porter with the scripture
from Psalms 1 and Matthew
\ 25:31-46.
Choir director will be Kathy
Mowery with the organist
being Jim Wright.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. ns. A nursery is provided.
Announcements were made
of the session meeting on
Tuesday at-seven p. m.,'adult
choir rehearsal on Wednesday
at 6:45 p. m., and women of
the church on Sunday,
February 13, at 7:30 p. m.
the church. All women are
urged to attend this "Oda
meeting.
Dr. -Ray Moore of Murray
State University will be the
guest speaker at the 10:45 a
m. worship4 services on
Sunday, February 13. Love
loafs will be distributed at the
Fowler is an internationally
renowned zoologist and
naturalist. Involved at an
early age in outdoor life,
Fowler turned this basic in-
terest into his profession and
has worked in the field for-
several. n5 8years
led an African. -
-
expedition where he had the
responsibility for trapping and
training eagles and falcons for
the film "African Safari."
After completion of the film he
remained in Africa living off
the land for three months in
northern Botswana in the
company of a small band of
Kalahari' bushmen - one of
the most untouched tribes in
the world and masters of
survival in a natural en-
vironment.
The following year Fowler
conducted the first studies of
the world's largest eagle, the
Harpy, a giant monkey-eating
eagle: During this expedition
in the remote part of British
Guinea, he and his crew found
and described a Harpy nest
for the first time, trapped and
trained three eagles, and
brought them to the United
States where he has used them
- in films and lectures ever
since.
Fowler plans to return one
of the oldest Harpys to British
Guinea and to study its ability
to readapt to a natural en-
vironment after living in an
urban environment. It was
this eagle that starred in the
pilot film that sold the first
"Wild Kingdom" series and
led to Fowler's position as
associate producer and cohost
with Marlin Perkins.
Since then "Wild Kingdom"
has received three Emmy
awards and has had an
average_ weekly audience of 20
million viewers. Now in its
eighth year, the show for the
past two years has been rated
tops in program preference
and has won almost every
major award in television.
Fowler has also appeared on
many other network shows
and is a regular, guest on the
"Tonight" show.
He is vice-president of the,
Explorer's Research Cor-
poration (a non-profit
research affiliate of the Ex-
plorer's Club) and is on the
board of advisors of the World
Center for Exploration. He is
also a board member for the
Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago.
Fowler will speak on
Saturday, February 19, at 3
and 8 p. The afternoon
presentation will be on live
birds of prey and the evening
address will be on "Harpy
Eagle-Flying 'Wolf of the
Amazon." The program will
open Friday evening,
February 18, at 8 p. m. in the
Lake Barkley- todge Con-
vention Center. Field trips to
Land Between The Lakes are
scheduled for Saturday and
Sunday in search of wintering
bald and golden eagles.
For additional information
on "Eagle Weekend" write or
call TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Ken-
tucky 42231, telephone (502)
924-5602, or for lodging in-
formation write or call Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
Route 2, Cadiz, Kentucky
• 4201, telephone (502) 924-1171.
This special weekend is
cosponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Parks and
properties and others between
' Cincinnati and Northern
Kentucky by breaking up the
ice.
"I find it hopeful," Beatty
said. "The Ice Is softening and
we need some runoff to raise
the water level," from 26 to 31
feet, he said. Flood level at
incinnati 52 feet.
"This is just what we
need" -a slow thawing
followed by cold weather to
keep the runoff even and slow,
he said.
The U.S, Army Corps of
Engineers at Louisville, Ky.,
had predicted Tuesday there
would be no flooding.
The Corps reported Thur-
sday that barge traffic had
resumed on the river and
needed fuel and salt supplies
--were heading upriver again
although slowed by ice on the
still frozen river.




An article by Dr. Ken
Forrester, associate professor
of English at Murray State
University, has been included
in the January, 1977 edition of
"Enlightenment Essays."
The essay, "The Decay of
the Literary Supernatural
During the Age of Dryden,"
deals with the decline and
decay, during the forty years
fpllowing the restoration of
Charles H.,  of the use of the
,native English supernatural
as a subject for poetry and
plays. ,
"While advocates of science
were happily and busily at-
tacking man's beliefs in the
supernatural world, literary
critics, infatuated with the
growing spirit of rationalism,
were just as eagerly attacking
the use of the supernatural as
a subject for literature. As a
result, the supernatural
disappeared in poetry," Dr.
Forrester said.
"Supeniatunklism survived
as a subject for plays, but it
survived only fitfully and
discordantly," he added.
Several instances can be noted
where writers have dealt with
the supernatural in
disrespectful terms, ac-
cording to Dr. Forrester.
Dr. Forrester joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1971. He obtained his M. A. at
The University of Oregon and
his Ph. D. at the University of




MANSFIELD, Ohio - The
Tappan Company (NYSE-
TAP) announced today the
acquisition of certain of the
assets of the Janitrol Division
the Andro Corporation.
Terms of the transaction,
which has been approved by
the U.S. District Court of Ohio
under a Chapter XI
Bankruptcy proceeding, were
not announced.
D. C. Blasius, President,
stated that "'Janitrol has been
a long-established
manufacturer of central
residential heating and air
conditioning equipment and
has a fine reputation for
producing a quality product
with a loyal industry
following.
"Tappan's next thrust," he
said, "will be to increase
production at Janitrol's leased
Columbus plant to satisfy the
needs of the Janitrol
distribution system. Tappan's
long-term intent is to maintain
Janitrol as a product line and
distribution network separate
-from the- Tappan _Air Con-
ditioning Division in Elyria,
Ohio."
Blasius indicated that in
addition to - ,acquiring
Janitrol's name and other
assets necessary to produce
and distribute the entire
Janitrol product line, Tappan
with benifit from:
- Janitrol's annual sales
volume of $10412 million.
Potential manufacturing
cost savings from the blending
together of the two companies'
product designs.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products




heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets,
bathroom vanities, medicine





to run a newspaper
Vickie Lovett is one of the three photo-
typesetter operators at the Murray Ledger and
Times. She is the 21-year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lee Edwards of Marshall County.
Mrs. Lovett has been married to Lonnie Lovett
since August; 1975. They live at Route Four, Ben-
ton. She is a 1971 graduate of Benton High
School, and a member of the Hardin Church of
Christ. Mrs. Lovett has been employed at the
newspaper since May, 1974.
Barbara Hendon is the advertising manager at
the Murray Ledger and limes. She has been em-
ployed at the newspaper since 1969, and lives at
Route Four, Murray. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Don Alexander, and she has been married to
Billy Hendon for three months. Mrs. Hendon is a
member of the Palestine Methodist Church and
a member of the Murray Women's Bowling
Association. Mrs. Hendon is a 1968 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Alice Rouse, office manager and bookkeeper
at the Murray Ledger and Times, has been with
the newspaper since August, 1975. She holds an
Associate's degree from Brescia College in
Owensboro. Mrs. Rouse and her husband, Bill,
moved to Murray in 1975 from Charleston, W. V.
They have been married for six years and are ex-
pecting their first child in May. She is a member
of the Murray Woman's Club, Kappa -Depart-
ment, and Beta Sigma Phi. She attends First Bap-
tist Church here.
1
